RE: Docket XXI File SW11 20-116479 DA

December 22, 2021

Greetings Snohomish County Council,
Thank you for considering our proposed amendment. As you review our
proposal we would like to provide a little background on the three property
owners and our five acres of land. We have all lived in our homes for decades.
Our homes are on three separate wells, older septic systems, two homes were
built in the 1950’s, and one is a decades old mobile home. The properties also
have Seattle City Light transmission lines and easements running through the
middle limiting the number of homes that could be built. Two households are
now retired, and one is very close. Our properties do not fit the changing
neighborhood and can no longer be used for hobby farming without complaints
from neighbors (pigs smell, roosters are too loud, tractor stirs dust, ect). We
acknowledge the traffic concerns regarding additional homes on our property,
but also know development of the five acres is very limited do to the power
transmission lines and believe further study will show the benefits far outweigh
the small number of added families. Additionally there is a bus stop at the end
of our driveway providing public transportation. We feel approval of this
amendment will allow our properties to be incorporated into the changing
neighborhood greatly benefiting the surrounding homes. Our households
worked together to document below how our proposal fits the Criteria of the
GMA. We apologize if it is not properly formatted. Being novices at this we did
our best to provide the information in an accurate and readable manor.
1. Why is the amendment being proposed?
Historically, our portion of the 35th Ave. SE corridor was largely forested, with
development consisting of single-family detached homes on multi-acre parcels.
Small-scale farming on partly-cleared lots (such as cornfields, fruit orchards, and
the like) separated by extensively wooded lands was once the norm. People
who lived here in the 80s will remember that cows grazing in the front yard and
people riding horses along the shoulder were common sights. And there were
trees - lots of trees. The distinctive character of our neighborhood has - for
better or worse - been a casualty in the pursuit of orderly urban growth, and

characteristics that once defined the quiet, rural countryside we grew up in now
make our properties feel like the backward portion of the new walkable suburb
that has sprung up around us. We do wish to acknowledge the difficulty
inherent in planning/permitting to enable desired growth while simultaneously
protecting the character of established neighborhoods and controlling urban
sprawl. Though we will miss the 35th Avenue SE of our youths, by adopting our
proposal the county could facilitate the integration of our land with the
character of the emerging neighborhood - with the greater resulting coherence
in land use ultimately benefitting local character and sense-of-place.
2. How is the proposed amendment consistent with the Growth Management
Act (GMA) - RCW 36.70A?
In facilitating growth/development within the county's principal Urban Growth
Area (as well as the Mill Creek Municipal Urban Growth Area), it carries out the
Growth Management Act directive to concentrate growth and development in
areas which are already characterized by urban growth and where adequate
public facilities and services exist or can be provided in an efficient manner.
3. How is the proposed amendment consistent with the Countywide Planning
Policies (CPPs)?
Our request for an infill zoning change (with the possibility for future
redevelopment) along 35th Ave. SE (a designated Transit Emphasis Corridor
within the county's principal UGA) furthers the goal of 'Achieving urban
densities and uses in Urban Growth Areas' laid out in the CPPs. Furthermore,
allocating for future increases in population/transportation away from existing
Agricultural and Resource Lands and high-priority Critical Areas is an effective
means of ensuring that future development is sustainable - a core principle of
the area's Regional Growth Strategy (RGS).
4. How is the proposed amendment consistent with the goals, objectives, and
policies of the county's General Policy Plan (GPP)?
We believe our proposed Amendment to be consistent with the following goals,
objectives, and policies of the GPP:

Objective PE 1.A Direct future growth in unincorporated Snohomish County
primarily into urban areas.
GOAL LU 2
efficiently.

Establish development patterns that use urban land more

Objective HO 1.D Maintain an adequate supply of appropriately zoned
developable land.
Policy HO 1.D.3 The county shall encourage expeditious and efficient infill
development in urban growth areas.
Policy HO 3.B.4 The county shall evaluate mechanisms to facilitate land
assembly for residential developments in UGAs.
Objective LU 2.A Increase residential densities within UGAs by concentrating
and intensifying development in appropriate locations, particularly within
designated centers and along identified transit emphasis corridors.
Policy LU 2.B.1 In association with affected local, regional, tribal, and state
agencies, the county shall pursue integrated land use and transportation
planning along transit emphasis corridors. Corridor planning and corridor plans
will include the following features consistent with the direction in the
Transportation chapter, and may also address other topics relevant to each
particular corridor:
(a) Potential comprehensive plan changes along the corridor - and particularly
around stations/stops - to strengthen ridership on existing and planned transit
services;
Objective LU 3.H Encourage transit-supportive land uses that are compatible
with adjacent neighborhoods to locate and intensify within designated centers
and along transit emphasis corridors.
Policy HO 1.B.1 The county shall facilitate affordable home ownership and
rental opportunities by promoting an increased supply of safe and healthy
lower-cost housing types, such as housing on small lots, townhouses,
multiplexes, manufactured housing, mobile homes, and mixed-use housing.

Objective HO 1.C Make adequate provisions for the existing and projected
housing needs of all economic segments of the population.
Policy HO 1.C.9 The county shall investigate methods of ensuring that
redevelopment will not result in a net loss of affordable housing; i.e. every unit
of affordable housing lost to redevelopment is replaced with like, affordable
housing, suitable for and in a location beneficial to the same demographics as
those displaced by redevelopment. To this end, the county shall consider
requirements for the inclusion of low-income housing or fees in lieu of providing
low-income housing.
Policy HO 1.F.1 The county shall encourage housing developments that
incorporate healthy living features such as [...] access to transit [...] and safe
routes to school.
Policy TR 2.C.1 Transit-compatible and transit-oriented land uses and densities
within transit emphasis corridors shall be implemented that recognize and
reflect appropriate activity zones and walking distances, generally within 1/4 to
1/2 mile of the transit emphasis corridor.
Policy NE 10.B.2 Establish land use patterns that minimize
transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions and encourage the
preservation of resource lands, open space and habitat.
Policy TR 6.D.2 Efficiency of existing transportation investments shall be
maximized and measures to reduce vehicle miles of travel and greenhouse gas
emissions shall be pursued.
Policy NE 1.B.4 The county shall plan for growth in a manner that encourages
reduction of sprawl, meets GMA housing goals and places employment and
residential uses in close proximity to reduce impacts to air quality.

Thank you for your considering our proposal,
Todd McNeal
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Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

todd mcneal <todd.a.mcneal@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 16, 2022 1:19 PM
Eco, Debbie; Contact Council
Skorney, Steve
Re: Public Hearing Notice/Motion 21-147 re Docket XXI
McNeal Docket XXI.rtf
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Hello Debbie and Steve,
Hope you had a great holiday weekend. Please find attached our written testimony for the hearing on January 19th. I
plan on attending virtually as well.
Thank you,
Todd McNeal
425‐754‐2662
On Wed, Dec 29, 2021 at 11:41 AM Eco, Debbie <Debbie.Eco@snoco.org> wrote:

Please see the attached hearing notice for Proposed Motion No. 21-147, relating to the final list of
amendments to the GMA Comprehensive Plan and GMA Development Regulations for Docket XXI.
The Proposed Motion and other documents can be found at this link.

The hearing date has been set for Wednesday, January 19, 2022, at the hour of 10:30 a.m.

NOTE: The agenda will be posted Friday preceding the public hearing on the Council’s Meetings Calendar
page. The Hearing Packet will be available prior to the hearing on the Meetings Calendar page and on the
Council’s Hearings Calendar page.

Due to current COVID‐19 restrictions, the Snohomish County Council is currently holding its public meetings remote
only and will hold in‐person meetings in conjunction with a remote meeting platform when restrictions and
conditions change. Please use the following Zoom link to participate remotely:

ZOOM WEBINAR REMOTE PARTICIPATION INFORMATION
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Attendees can participate remotely by clicking on the link or calling into the meeting with the phone numbers listed
below.

Zoom Webinar link: https://zoom.us/j/94846850772
Dial in: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592
Meeting ID: 948 4685 0772
Zoom Webinar Instructions

Debbie Eco, CMC
Clerk of the Council
Snohomish County Council
425-388-7038

Please be advised: All e-mail correspondence sent to and from this e-mail address is subject to the State of Washington's Public Records Act
(chapter 42.56 RCW).
E-mail and data attached to e-mail (including metadata) sent to and from this e-mail address may be monitored and archived, and may be disclosed
to third parties pursuant to state law.
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To:
Attn:

Snohomish County Council
Debbie.eco@snoco.org

Subject:
Reference items:

Docket XXI Testimony
LS1, LS2, LS3, LS4, LS5, LS6

January 15, 2022

Dear Councilmembers
I’m a resident and property owner in the rural area encompassed by LS3 and I am opposed to
all of the above referenced Lake Stevens proposals, especially LS3 & LS4.
The expansion of the UGA into these rural areas is not necessary for residential or commercial
land in the Lake Stevens UGA and is not consistent with the GMA or county policies. These
proposals should NOT be processed further.
Natural Areas:

We have many concerns about these proposals not the least of which is the increased
impervious surfaces resulting from urban development in this rural area. Couple that with the
loss of the woodlands and wetlands and the invaluable natural functions that they provide for
water & air quality. This watershed drains to Ebey Slough and out into Puget Sound. Millions
have been spent trying to restore estuaries, control pollution in Puget Sound and restore salmon
and Orca populations. An area of particular concern in this regard is Mosher Creek that
contains salmon and drains directly into Ebey Slough The benefits provided by keeping these
areas ‘rural’ is invaluable.
Traffic:
The proposed development in these areas, especially LS3 & LS4 will contribute to even more
congestion and overcapacity on the surrounding major highways, such as Hwy 2, Hwy 92, Hwy
9, SR204 and the Hewitt Ave. Trestle. Also it will further congest the rural roads such as South
Lake Stevens, 32nd, 87th, 36th, & Cavalero road which are not designed for, nor planned for
urban traffic. The congestion will lead to more vehicles idling in traffic, contributing to more air
pollution and polluted runoff into the watershed. In LS3 & LS4 that runoff eventually ends up in
Ebey Slough.
While the above was written mainly with LS3 in mind, most of it also applies to the other
proposals (Ls1, LS2, LS4, LS5 and LS6).
LS3 Schools something to consider:
Most of the area in LS3 is in the Snohomish School District
LS4 Sunnyside
This area should be preserved ‘as is’ as a buffer between the urban area and farmland.
This is another area that should not be developed. One of the original plans for Lake Stevens
UGA included this area, but it was removed to provide a buffer and for the following reasons:

Slide Area and Farming
The unstable steep slopes are prone to slides. There have been many slides along Sunnyside
Blvd in the past. One slide many years ago took out the bridge on Vernon Road. That bridge
was never replaced. In the late 90’s debris from another large slide in the same area was
carried downstream damaging the creek that ran out to Ebey Slough and covering the farmland
below with about 15 inches of sandy soil.
Even without slides, surface and groundwater runoff from this area could adversely impact the
farm land below. The increased water on fields could delay planting and possibly make some
areas unsuitable for farming
Traffic
Sunnyside Blvd. is a rural farm road designed to handle low density rural traffic as well as farm
machinery. It is already congested every morning with long lines waiting to get onto Hwy 204
and from there to the Hewitt Trestle. The pollution to air and water caused by these idling
vehices can impact the farm functions and water flowing into Ebey Slough.
Value of rural lands
No price can be placed on the environmental and human value of these rural lands. We all
benefit from and derive enjoyment from the natural beauty and functions provided by the
woodlands, wetlands, fields and rural character.
For these reasons and others I urge you to NOT approve or allow these proposals to
process any further.

Sincerely,
Carol McDonald
7709 28th St. SE
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
Cikim6289@gmail.com
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Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

c mcd <cikim6289@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 16, 2022 6:43 PM
Eco, Debbie
Testimony for 1-19 Docket Hrg
LS 3-4 TEST 1-16-22.docx
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Debbie please distribute the attached testimony to council members before the hearing on tthe 19th.
thank you so much
carol mcdonald
425‐334‐2939
cikim6289@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marta B <martajayne@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 16, 2022 6:51 PM
Contact Council
43rd Ave SE/SW8 & SW16 Docket Apps

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear Council-members,
I’m writing to you to implore you to come drive down 43rd Ave SE and see for yourself what has
happened here before the meeting on 1/19.
I’m a 20+ year resident of this road. I raised my children here. They walked this road to Fernwood
Elementary as youngsters.
Since 2005, we’ve been told our land was to be included intothe SW Urban Growth Area (SWUGA)
as part of the County’s Comprehensive Plan.
In 2015, our neighbor submitted a docket (SW2) to ask that we be included in the SWUGA.
The County Executive argued this UGA expansion should be considered as part of the 2023 update
to the Comprehensive Plan rather than on Docket XX. Subsequently, we were voted down. Even
though the new North Creek High School docket was approved and the boundary was moved.
Now, instead of being included in the SWUGA as expected, we are facing losing part of our land to
the 43rd Ave SE road expansion project.
This is neither fair nor consistent with the Growth Management Act (GMA).
"Part of a county’s long-range planning process involves identifying urban growth areas (UGAs),
areas where urban growth shall be encouraged and outside of which growth can only occur if it is
NOT urban in nature (RCW 36.70A.110). Counties are responsible for designating, expanding, and
reducing UGA boundaries, although they are required to consult with the cities in their
determinations."
Steve Skorney admitted in a recent council meeting that the 43rd Ave Road project is being
completed specifically to ease the urban traffic in our area.
Please give us a chance! Take a look at the screenshot attached. The red flag is my home. You can
see how we are already surrounded by the SWUGA. Just take a quick drive down 43rd Ave
SE between 188th Ave SE and Maltby Road, then vote for 43rd for either docket
application SW8 (Charles Austin) or SW16 (Village Life) to move forward, making good on the
promises given to this neighborhood. Not to mention, making the road project consistent with GMA
policies regarding rural land.
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Thank you for your consideration!
Marta Baldwin
18823 43rd Ave SE

Bothell, WA 98012
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erin Lessor <erinlessor@gmail.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 7:19 AM
Contact Council
43rd Ave SE and the SWUGA Expansion

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

January 17, 2021
To Snohomish County Council Members,
I am a neighbor on 43rd Ave SE and would like to request you that seriously consider including 43rd Ave SE
into the proposed expansion of the SWUGA. Our family moved to Snohomish County from Minnesota in 2015
and stumbled upon the North Creek area in the one weekend we had to find a home. This area was perfectly
nestled between the beautiful Snohomish valley and downtown Bothell, Bellevue and Seattle and other
neighboring cities. We feel we have the perfect mix of rural and urban. We love the schools and community
and have no plan to leave; however, we would like to see better long term planning to support raising children
in a safe, prosperous community.
Since moving here in 2015, we have been overwhelmed by the fast-paced growth of this area and the need for
housing and well-developed, community-friendly road plans and walkways. We plan to stay in our house on
43rd Ave SE, but feel that due to the bandaid approach to fix a traffic problem on 35th AVE SE, as well the act
of leaving this section of the county out of the UGA, Snohomish County is developing an arterial rural road on
43rd Ave SE without thought to the neighbors on 43rd Ave SE or how the design will affect the growing
community.
It is unjust to build a rural road to support urban traffic on this section of 43rd Ave SE. The design should
benefit those located on the road as as well those living around the road. We strongly believe that this road
would be have been better designed with the neighbors and community in mind if it was built in an urban zoned
area: safer crosswalks, traffic lights, safe or no roundabouts, sidewalks on both sides of the street, pedestrian
access to the schools in the community, biking considerations, etc.. Being designated as rural also makes for
less traffic support on a 35 mph road. I have been told in the past by the Snohomish County Sheriff’s
Department that since we are in unincorporated Snohomish we have significantly less officers to help enforce
traffic concerns. This was after reporting multiple incidences of reckless driving on Jewell Road while walking
to and from Fernwood Elementary School that almost ran myself and four children off the road. I feel the list
goes on on how poorly this road will serve the community if it is designed without the urban nature of this area
in mind.
As our kids have aged and after this long year without in‐person schooling, the growth of this area in only two years has
become even more apparent. There are enough middle schoolers standing on Jewell Road and 43rd Ave SE (future site
of the roundabout) to fill an entire bus to go to Skyview Middle School. This is also where my three kids get picked up on
their bus to head to their elementary school. The reason this bus is not as full is because of the historical agreement
between Snohomish County and Toll Brothers that ultimately forced the closure/barricade on our road. This agreement
included the sidewalk, designed without county standards in mind and built by Toll Brothers on 43rd Ave SE, to allow
children in the Timber Creek community to have a “safe walk” to Fernwood Elementary since Northshore School District
would not support this development if the children had to be bussed. While this may seem like an irrelevant detail, I
would like to remind you of it so you recognize how being surrounded by areas that have been put into the UGA have
1

affected the 43rd AVE SE community. Please review the Timber Creek Phase I approval documents from 2014 for more
information on this.
On a sunny evening, there are even more families walking, biking and scootering down this road because the poor
design of 35th Ave SE has locked them into their neighborhoods on the east. There are enough pedestrians and bikers
some days that we are unable to drive down the street because there is no room on the sidewalks.
There seems to be no thought to the future growth of this area in the road plan on 43rd Ave SE which means the road
will not be sufficient and have to be redesigned shortly after completion at a huge cost to taxpayers as we have seen on
35th Ave SE. If we see this area move into the UGA after completion of this road, sewer and gas lines will have to be put
in and the rural design will not be sufficient for mailboxes, waste management, school bus stops and most importantly a
safe walking route for pedestrians. I would like to see the 43rd Ave SE arterial road be done right the first time with
urban growth in mind. Therefore, by including us in the UGA, I would hope to see designs and plans from developers and
Snohomish County that consider the community and not just a short‐term, expensive traffic solution.
I want to see Snohomish County be less shortsighted about their design and take the urban nature of this area into
consideration so we do not isolate families more from their neighbors, schools, and recreation. Please consider moving
43rd Ave SE into the UGA so the Planning Division can better design this small area of our community. Our rural
community is already living in an urban environment and through this designation, we would start to see planning that
supports the environment it actually is, urban. We cannot keep making plans and spending money for short term
solutions.
Here is beautiful 43rd Ave SE on a sunny day.

Sincerely,
Erin Lessor
Snohomish County and 43rd Ave SE Resident
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Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brian Holtzclaw <brian@village-life.net>
Monday, January 17, 2022 9:25 AM
Contact Council
Dunn, Megan; Mead, Jared; Nehring, Nate; Low, Sam
Docket XXI -- SW16
Ltr to County Council re Docket XXI (1-14-22).pdf
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Chair Dun, Vice Chair Mead and Members of the Council,
Attached please find our comment letter submitted in support of Docket Request SW16 regarding the final docket for
Docket XXI.
Greatly appreciate your consideration of our comments for including this UGA expansion for evaluation as part of the
2024 Comp Plan Update.
Best regards,
B

Brian Holtzclaw

General Counsel
C: 425.478.7453 (preferred)
O: 425.678.1471
19020 33rd Ave West | Suite 450
Lynnwood, WA 98036

Like Us on Facebook!

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This e-mail and any attachments are for the sole use of the
intended recipients and contain information that may be
confidential or legally privileged. If you have received this e-mail
in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the
message. Any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of this
communication by someone other than the intended recipient is
prohibited.
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From:
Sent:
To:
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Laura Kathryn <lkrunner@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 11:36 AM
Contact Council
43rd Ave SE - Visit Our Neighborhood Prior to the January 19th Vote

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear Councilmembers,
I understand some Councilmembers see the area in person which their vote will affect.
If you don't have time to drive to our neighborhood, please watch the video Marta Baldwin filmed from
her auto of our neighborhood. It is under a minute, a quick watch.
43rd Ave SE December 2021

To help protect y
Micro so ft Office p
auto matic downlo
picture from the

43rd Ave SE December 2021

Thank you in advance for driving to our neighborhood and/or viewing it via video.
Sincerely,
Laura Kathryn
21 Year Resident of 43rd Ave SE
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura Kathryn <lkrunner@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 11:37 AM
Contact Council
43rd Ave SE Docket Request Proposal

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear Councilmembers,
The road expansion on 43rd Ave SE will forever change the nature and culture of our neighborhood,
carrying urban-level traffic through our peaceful neighborhood, obliterating our serene way of life. We
accept that the road is necessary, but we implore you to include the proposed expansion of the
SWUGA to include the 43rd Ave SE properties so it can undergo environmental review under SEPA.
In 2005, the Timbercreek Ranch development was approved, located within the Little Bear Creek
watershed. In 2017, we worked with Councilmember Terry Ryan on a docket request (SW2) to add
the 43rd Ave SE properties to the SWUGA as part of Docket XX. The County Executive argued this
UGA expansion should be part of the 2023 update (now 2024) to the Comprehensive Plan, rather
than on Docket XX. He led us to believe that this would happen. Over the past 15 years, we have
been misled.
Our rural residential neighborhood is surrounded by urban development immediately to the South,
West, and North, from both residential development and North Creek High School. We are a
peninsula surrounded by this Urban growth. The UGA Boundary lines make little sense. There is no
logical boundary or buffer between the urban and our rural neighborhood.
Little Bear Creek watershed was not an issue when approved: 1) the Timbercreek Ranch
development, 2) the North Creek High School development and 3) 43rd Ave SE Road Expansion.
Why is it now the reason PDS uses for recommending “No further processing” to the two 43rd Ave SE
Docket XXI request proposals SW8 (Austin) and SW16 (Village Life)?
Our tranquil way of life will no longer exist because our 20 foot wide, dead-end street will be
expanded to accommodate the thousands of automobiles dissecting our neighborhood and passing
by our homes. It is neither fair nor consistent with the Growth Management Act. We will get all the
“benefits” of the traffic and none of the benefits of being in the UGA.
Have you seen our neighborhood and driven down our road? I ask that you at least have an in-person
visual look at the neighborhood, to see how your vote on January 19th could forever change this rural
residential neighborhood.
Sincerely,
Laura Kathryn
21 Year Resident of 43rd Ave SE
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kai Hutchison <kaihutchison@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 11:39 AM
Contact Council
The Vote On Wednesday

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear Councilmembers,
I have lived my entire life on 43rd Ave SE. During my 18 years, I have seen time and time again the county influence the
livelihood of our neighborhood. First, zero‐lot line houses sprung up when I entered middle school. This prompted the
construction of the +60 acre North Creek High School to meet the influx of new developments. As such, the roadway
that I walked to school each day had to be adjusted to build sidewalks and telephone poles for all the people walking
down our road and to supply electricity to the increase in population. New elementary schools have been erected to
educate the students of the new families that have moved to the area. Why do these locations get developed, but not
ours?
Is expanding the road on 43rd Ave SE beneficial? Expansion of our road will ease congestion on Maltby and 35th,
especially during the hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. However, this does not benefit us. A community who is fighting tooth
and nail to receive some sort of compensation for our land that has already been marked for development. We do not
care for 15 minutes of shortened travel time each day. We care for fair treatment of the property we have worked so
hard to maintain. The decision to include 43rd Ave SE in the UGA will adequately compensate our neighborhood. The
decision on Wednesday, January 19th, will impact the lives of all of those that live on 43rd Ave for the better or for the
worst.
I hope the right choice is made on Wednesday.
Sincerely,
Kai G. Hutchison
18 year resident of 43rd Ave SE
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Betty Rohner <Bettylou2@comcast.net>
Monday, January 17, 2022 12:27 PM
Contact Council; Eco, Debbie
Lake Stevens UGA

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear County Council Members:

I am a resident and property owner in unincorporated Snohomish County. My property and I will be
adversely impacted by the Lake Stevens urban growth area expansions including (LS1) -- City of Lake
Stevens, (LS2) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS3) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS4) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS5) –
Gustafson, and (LS6) – McLaren.
I agree with the Planning and Development Services (DPS) recommendation that all of these amendments
should not be processed further. PDS is correct that the six urban growth area (UGA) amendments:





Are inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and the Snohomish
County Countywide Planning Policies.
Will contribute to over capacity conditions on SR 9, SR 92, SR 204 and the US 2 Trestle. The two‐lane rural
roads that serve these areas were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be generated by these
UGA expansions. The needed transportation facilities are not available, planned, or funded. The expansions will
just increase traffic congestion.
Only 32.4% of additional UGA population capacity and 29.5% of additional employment capacity has been used
since 2015 and population and employment growth have not reached the Countywide Planning Policy 50%
thresholds. These amendments are not needed.

For these and other reasons the amendments should not be further processed or approved.
Other Reasons:
Since the expansion of 20th St, the building of Mid Cavellero High, the uncontained growth North of 20th into
urban sprawl, and more, our living situations have changed drastically: traffic is ridiculous (try going out at rush
hour a.m. and/or p.m. – traffic is at a STANDSTILL on 20th coming up from the trestle); the trestle CANNOT
bear anymore traffic – it’s our only way into our area other than south to Seattle Hill Road or going north up to
Marysville; the water table has changed drastically and homes on the south side of 20th are flooding whereas
they never used to; water down the roadways is eroding our driveways. Our rural way of living is becoming
more of an urban way of living.
We’ve lived in the area since 1976 and watched as our beautiful tree-lined Cavallero Rd was made into a
“highway” with all the trees being cut down, traffic lights were installed, shopping centers were built, all to
accommodate the crazy home building. And not to mention our taxes!!!! Our homes have gone skyrocketing
in price thus increasing our taxes. I know what it means to become “land poor.” At some point, if this crazy
expansionism doesn’t stop, we will be forced to live elsewhere.
STOP URBAN GROWTH AREA!!!!!!!!
Please add me to the list as a PARTY OF RECORD
1

Bettylou2@comcast.net
John & Betty Rohner
7731 30th St SE
Lake Stevens WA 98258

Betty L Rohner
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill & Marilyn <rockinw1@frontier.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 12:48 PM
Contact Council; Eco, Debbie
Opposed to City of Lake Stevens UGA Expansions

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear County Council Members:

As residents and property owners in unincorporated Snohomish County, our property will be
adversely impacted by the Lake Stevens urban growth area expansions including (LS1) -- City of
Lake Stevens,
(LS2) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS3) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS4) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS5) –
Gustafson, and (LS6) – McLaren, especially LS3 and LS4.
The City of Lake Stevens is out for the money. Their contested and ramrodded Costco development
has caused nothing but chaos in our neighborhood. The impacts to wildlife and fisheries is off the
chart.
Whether it be County, State or Federal, no agency seems to understand the impacts. Now we have
nothing but a swamp. Here the City comes again, bulldozing their way into our rural
neighborhood. No to The City of Lake Stevens. Their methodology is to bully full speed ahead, ask
questions later, plead ignorance and pay the fines. I am sure you are aware of all their outstanding
issues, from employee relations, training and safety to failure to get permits and fines. Now they are
trying to push us out of our rural homes. No to the City of Lake Stevens. Rural areas supporting the
rural lifestyle are almost gone. At this time in our world,
with all the unknowns, this is the time people are staying home, improving their homes, enjoying their
yards,
and animals. This is not the time to condense people onto a postage stamp property.
We agree with the Planning and Development Services (DPS) recommendation that all of these
amendments should not be processed further. PDS is correct that the six urban growth area (UGA)
amendments:





Are inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and the Snohomish
County Countywide Planning Policies.
Will contribute to over capacity conditions on SR 9, SR 92, SR 204 and the US 2 Trestle. The two‐lane rural
roads that serve these areas were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be generated by these
UGA expansions. The needed transportation facilities are not available, planned, or funded. The expansions will
just increase traffic congestion.
Only 32.4% of additional UGA population capacity and 29.5% of additional employment capacity has been used
since 2015 and population and employment growth have not reached the Countywide Planning Policy 50%
thresholds. These amendments are not needed.

For these and other reasons the amendments should not be further processed or approved.
1

Thank you for considering my comments.
Please list us as a party of record.
Sincerely,
Marilyn & Bill Webber
rockinw1@frontier.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Pat Echelbarger <pat@ech-cpm.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 4:35 PM
Contact Council
Final Docket XXI - January 19, 2022 (SW9 20-116688)
img042.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

County Council: I have attached my response to the Staff Report for SW9
20‐116688.
Thank you.
Patrick Echelbarger
425‐418‐1643

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Minda Zetlin <minda@mindazetlin.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 5:13 PM
Contact Council; Eco, Debbie
Docket XXI rezoning LS3 and LS4 in Lake Stevens

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear County Council members,
My husband and I own a home at 7612 30th St SE, in unincorporated Snohomish County near Lake Stevens. We are right
in the middle of Lake Stevens' proposed expansion called LS4.
We are hopeful that the Council will do as the Planning and Development Services (DPS) recommends and not process
these amendments further.
Our area is already suffering the effects of overcapacity resulting from the growth that has already taken place. State
Routes 204 and especially 9 were never intended to carry the amount of traffic they already do. As it is, SR9 turns into a
virtual parking lot on normal mornings and evenings and is carefully avoided by most residents of the area, in turn
causing strain and overcapacity on back roads intended to only serve their neighborhoods. The current bad situation will
be much worse when the Costco currently planned at the intersection of SR9 and South Lake Stevens Road is completed,
cutting off one of these back roads in the process.
As you may know, the soil in our area is largely clay and bad for drainage. The construction that's already taken place in
this neighborhood has led to frequent oversaturated conditions in winter, where part of our yard, along with the yards
of many neighbors, become swampy and impassable. In addition, wildlife using the area includes deer, bald eagles,
quail, and many other types of birds. The local streams help support our vital salmon population, all of which will be
disrupted if the Lake Stevens amendments are approved.
As PDS has noted, Lake Stevens has not adequately planned for mitigating these effects. Meanwhile, population and
employment growth in the area have not reached the countywide 50 percent threshold set by policy. This requested
expansion is both destructive and unnecessary.
We ask the County Council not to allow it to proceed further.
Thank you,
Minda Zetlin
‐‐
Author, speaker, Inc.com columnist
minda@mindazetlin.com
@MindaZetlin
www.mindazetlin.com
425-405-5113

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thelma 1063 Disharoon <thelma1063@gmail.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 5:20 PM
Eco, Debbie
I opposed expansion of the Lake Stevens UGA especially LS3 and LS4 It would increase traffic on
Rural Roads, loss of wetlands woods, damage to creeks, loss of Rural Lifestyle including ration
animals such as dogs horses and goats and chickens

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links
and attachments.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Doug Turner <turngroc@comcast.net>
Monday, January 17, 2022 5:59 PM
Contact Council
Motion 21-147 Docket XXI

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear Snohomish County Council members,
My name is Doug Turner and I reside at 3201 South Lake Stevens Rd. Lake Stevens WA 98258. I have lived here for
nearly 33 years. I request to become a party of record with my comments that follow.
My biggest concern of all the docket 21 proposals is the City of Lake Stevens LS4. I of course live in this R5 zoned rural
area, much of which acts as a natural buffer between Lake Stevens and Snohomish cities separate borders, and should
remain so.
Our rural roads are narrow and windy, with no shoulders and many blind driveways.This proposed UGA expansion
would result in further congestion and more accidents on these already heavily used rural roads.
I have a big concern for the health of Mosher Creek as well. Mosher is a salmon bearing creek, and stocked yearly by the
Sportsman Club of Snohomish. The creek has already been compromised by the recent commercial construction activity
at its headwaters there,near Hwy. 9 and the Lake Stevens 20th Street SE commercial corridor.
I can speak for many of my neighbors as well when I say that our quality of life will most certainly be adversely affected,
should LS4 be approved. Please vote no on LS4. Thank you, Doug Turner

1

January 17, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
Re: City of Lake Stevens Proposed Urban Growth Area (UGA) expansion “LS3”
Dear County Council Members:
We are residents of unincorporated Snohomish County who reside within the proposed LS3 UGA
expansion. We have included our address and contact information below. We respectfully request the
Council follow the recommendations of the Planning and Development Services (PDS) to not consider
this proposal further. As residents of this area, this proposal raises a number of concerns. Being within a
UGA expansion area bordering the City of Lake Stevens is not a comfortable thought. Lake Stevens made
statewide history with the Southeast Interlocal Annexation by being the first municipality to take
advantage of state law allowing for annexation without a resident vote. Lake Stevens’ appetite for growth
is apparent; speaking out against inclusion in this UGA may well be the last time we can effectively
exercise our voice.
We’d also like to take this opportunity to address some of the other written comments submitted to this
Council by David Toyer, president of Toyer Strategic Advisors. He has included a comment letter in
support of LS3 and other proposals in his personal capacity as a resident of Lake Stevens, and on behalf
of a client with ownership interest in a parcel within LS3.
1. Public Facilities and Services: Urban Transportation
PDS has addressed a primary area of resident concern: the inconsistency of this proposal with the Growth
Management Act (GMA) as it relates to infrastructure. RCW 36.70A.020(12) addresses public facilities
and services:
Public facilities and services. Ensure that those public facilities and services necessary to
support development shall be adequate to serve the development at the time the
development is available for occupancy and use without decreasing current service levels
below locally established minimum standards.
In their report PDS notes that:
There are no future plans to improve county roads and intersections within or
surrounding the docket proposal area. The primary local access is Sunnyside Blvd. This
county rural two-lane road is not designed to accommodate urban traffic from potential
urban residential densities on the proposal site. Without planned improvements,
Sunnyside Blvd. will likely be heavily impacted by significant additional vehicle trips
from the proposal site and will likely need to be upgraded to urban-level standards to
address traffic congestion issues.
As residents of this area, we can attest that Sunnyside Blvd is indeed a rural two lane road. It is narrow
and there is no shoulder. It is winding and very dark; there are many blind hills and curves. During the
winter, there is often standing water over large portions of the road. Despite all of this, the growth of the
area has increased traffic; at peak travel times it is not unusual to see extensive backups at the stop signs
on either end (intersecting SR 204 at the south end and Soper Hill/71 st Ave NE at the north end.)
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LS3 Public Comment
Upgrading to “urban-level standards” would be exceedingly difficult; it is challenging topography for
development. Mr. Toyer asserts in his letter supporting this UGA that “much of PDS’ opposition to
these proposals is concern regarding the capacity on State controlled roads” and notes that “the
County is not responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS)
for State roads.” However, Sunnyside Blvd is a county road and is the only means of access for the
majority of LS3. In his professional capacity, Mr. Toyer has also submitted a letter on behalf of a client
with a parcel within LS3 in favor of the UGA. This parcel is not representative of the vast majority of the
properties within LS3, as it is accessible from Lundeen Parkway and thus more closely tied and accessible
for transit and services from the City of Lake Stevens.
As noted by PDS, traffic on SR 9, SR 204, and the US 2 Trestle is already overcapacity. The LS3
proposal is a huge tract of land (516 acres) that could add a tremendous amount of residential
development under the current proposal. This further development in the proposed UGA will directly,
negatively impact these already substantial traffic issues.
The closest mass transit option is currently Soper Hill and Hwy 9 to the north (which entails a several
mile walk with no sidewalks, no shoulders, no streetlights, on a busy two lane county road) and 20 th St.
SE and 79th Ave SE to the south (which entails a several mile walk with no sidewalks, no shoulders, no
streetlights, on a busy two lane county road, and then crossing SR 204 where there is currently no safe,
legal way to cross on foot.)
Of final note regarding traffic infrastructure, due to geography, properties accessed by Sunnyside Blvd are
incredibly isolated from the City of Lake Stevens. We currently do our shopping in Marysville,
Snohomish, and Everett. Going to the Lake Stevens post office is a journey, not an errand. It is easier and
faster, by far, to get to downtown Everett than to downtown Lake Stevens, or even the commercial
developments in West Lake Stevens.
2. Public Facilities and Services: Additional Considerations
Additional infrastructure considerations within LS3 are as follows:
 Snohomish County Public Utility District (PUD) supplies electricity and water along the
Sunnyside Blvd corridor. PUD does not have a continuous water main alongside Sunnyside. The
existing water infrastructure does not have the pressure to supply even the existing homes along
the ridge; these homes all have private wells. When building our homes approx. 2 years ago, PUD
noted the difficulty of supplying water to this area.
 There is no internet service provider along much of Sunnyside Blvd. We run our home internet
off of our cell phones; neighbors have expensive and incredibly slow satellite internet service.
 In addition to the rural “charm” of Sunnyside Blvd, this area is highly rural and agricultural in
nature. The west side of Sunnyside Blvd is entirely agricultural, home to several cattle operations
and the agrotourism business Carleton Farms. Nearly every home on the east side of the road has
extensive acreage and livestock, including cattle, goats, sheep, and poultry. This is not the
suburbs.
3. Critical Areas
PDS notes in their recommendations that:
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LS3 Public Comment
The proposal site contains several streams which run east to west through the site area
and connect to Ebey Slough and the Snohomish River approximately 0.25-1 mile to the
west. Four of the streams are identified as containing fish habitat: King Creek, located in
the north, Hulbert Creek in the center of the site, and two streams that bisect the site in
the southern portion of the site. There is a county inventoried wetland adjacent to Hulbert
Creek.
As noted above, it seems as if being in a Lake Stevens UGA puts one in direct danger of being annexed
by the city, without vote, consent, or meaningful opportunity to oppose. The City of Lake Stevens has
shown exceedingly poor stewardship of such streams. The City has recently been embroiled in
controversy surrounding unpermitted work on a pedestrian bridge spanning Stevens Creek, which is a
tributary to Catherine Creek and a recognized fish-bearing stream. Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife’s approval was required for such construction and the city proceeded with the work unpermitted,
potentially causing substantial damage to the ecosystem (comprehensive reporting by Everett Herald; see
https://www.heraldnet.com/news/lake-stevens-is-still-at-odds-with-state-over-bridge-permit/).
Development in this area contravenes the GMA, which includes “open space and recreation” as an
explicit planning goal:
RCW 36.70A.020(9) Open space and recreation. Retain open space, enhance recreational
opportunities, conserve fish and wildlife habitat, increase access to natural resource lands and
water, and develop parks and recreation facilities (emphasis added).
Not only does this area contain four salmon-bearing streams, these same streams are also home to the
endangered and Federally-protected Brown Trout. Much of the area is a steep, heavily wooded ravine
which is home to a large population of deer, coyotes, bald eagles, owls, beavers, muskrat, and countless
other animals that are facing continued development pressure from nearly every direction.
We’d urge the Council to abide by the PDS recommendation to not proceed with consideration of this
UGA. The public infrastructure is simply not there to support the type of development envisioned by the
City of Lake Stevens.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions or to discuss further.
Sincerely,
Emily & Eric Hansen
7606 16th Pl NE Lake Stevens WA 98258
907-388-7046
emily.jean.hansen@gmail.com
Britni & Brian Hansen
7529 16th Pl NE Lake Stevens WA 98258
425-512-4897
brianbritni@yahoo.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Emily Hansen <emily.jean.hansen@gmail.com>
Monday, January 17, 2022 8:42 PM
Contact Council
Britni Hansen
Jan 19th Public Comment re: LS3 Docket Proposal
Public Comment re LS3 UGA proposal.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Hello:
Attached please find public comment for the upcoming January 19th Council public hearing re: proposed amendments
to the GMACP. I believe this submission is timely for distribution to council members and staff (24 hours in advance of
hearing).

Thank you!
‐‐
Emily J. Hansen
ph: (907) 388-7046
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-----Original Message----From: Paige Deru <paigederu@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 17, 2022 8:27 PM
To: Nehring, Nate <nate.nehring@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Dunn, Megan
<Megan.Dunn@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Wright, Stephanie <Stephanie.Wright@co.snohomish.wa.us>;
Mead, Jared <Jared.Mead@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Low, Sam <Sam.Low@co.snohomish.wa.us>
Subject: Comp 2024 plan
CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links
and attachments.
Snohomish County Council,
I am writing to you about an upcoming decision you are faced with that will directly affect my family. I
hope that you take into consideration that we the people are whom you were elected to represent. My
family has lived on 43rd Ave for almost 9 years. We were drawn to this tranquil neighborhood
because of the space and lifestyle we would have to raise our growing family. Our 3 boys can be
seen in our front yard riding their bikes on a pump track they have built in a section of our front yard.
With the threatening project of the road expansion they will loose that. What we are more sad to loose
with the road expansion is the privacy, safety, and peacefulness of our quiet neighborhood.
If you would only take the time to come out here and see what the road expansion would do, you
might have a new outlook on your upcoming decision. 43rd is not only our neighborhood, but it has
become many people’s walking route. Starting at 5pm our road is filled with bikers, walkers, and
families that can use our street for a nice quiet stroll.
Our road will no longer be walker friendly when Urban levels of traffic through our rural road.
Increasing the speed limit to 35 mph right through a neighborhood with kids, pets, and where many
people walk everyday is insane, and frankly what you are doing is wrong and violates your own
policies.
With the road staring us right in the face, and dreading the day that will happen. Please do the right
thing! The thing that should have been done many years ago, adjust the UGA line to include all the
properties along 43rd Ave SE.
By doing so you can make 1 cohesive road that would be able to handle urban traffic, and you would
be able to abide by your own policies.
We have been a patient neighborhood and relied on you guys to represent us. Please do that in your
vote about the comprehensive plan for 2024.
Thank you
-Paige and Devan Deru
43rd Ave residents
1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tracy Bruce <tracythebruce@icloud.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 10:32 AM
Contact Council
Docket XXI

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear County Council Members:
I am a resident of Lake Stevens. I wish to be a party of record in this matter. I and many of my friends
and family who reside in unincorporated Snohomish County will be adversely impacted by the Lake
Stevens urban growth area expansions including (LS1) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS2) -- City of Lake
Stevens, (LS3) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS4) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS5) – Gustafson, and (LS6)
– McLaren.
I agree with the Planning and Development Services (DPS) recommendation that all of these
amendments should not be processed further. PDS is correct that the six urban growth area (UGA)
amendments:





Are inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and the Snohomish
County Countywide Planning Policies.
Will contribute to over capacity conditions on SR 9, SR 92, SR 204 and the US 2 Trestle. The two‐lane rural
roads that serve these areas were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be generated by these
UGA expansions. The needed transportation facilities are not available, planned, or funded. The expansions will
just increase traffic congestion.
Only 32.4% of additional UGA population capacity and 29.5% of additional employment capacity has been used
since 2015 and population and employment growth have not reached the Countywide Planning Policy 50%
thresholds. These amendments are not needed.

For these and other reasons the amendments should not be further processed or approved.
Thank you for considering my comments. Sincerely,
Tracy L Bruce
tracythebruce@icloud.com
Sent from my iPhone
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Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201

January 18, 2022

Re: MOTION 21-147 SETTING THE FINAL DOCKET (XXI) comments in support of the
Gerald Morrier SW 13 docket application.
RCW 36.70A.115 requires Snohomish County to provide a sufficient supply of buildable
land to accommodate the Office of Financial Management projected growth: (1) Counties
and cities that are required or choose to plan under RCW 36.70A.040 shall ensure that,
taken collectively, adoption of and amendments to their comprehensive plans and/or
development regulations provide sufficient capacity of land suitable for
development within their jurisdictions to accommodate their allocated housing and
employment growth, including the accommodation of, as appropriate, the medical,
governmental, educational, institutional, commercial, and industrial facilities related to
such growth, as adopted in the applicable countywide planning policies and consistent
with the twenty-year population forecast from the office of financial management.
County planners claim that SW 13 proposed expansion clearing, grading and increased
impervious surfaces associated with the proposed conversion of the proposal site to urban
residential development would create stormwater runoff impacts that would affect water quality
in the area. That is true of any development project. Federal State and local regulations mitigate
surface water runoff impacts.
The SW13 proposed expansion of the SWUGA would have an adverse environmental
impact on the Little Bear Creek watershed. The proposal site is located within the upper
subbasin of Little Bear Creek according to the 2019 Southwest Urban Growth Area
(SWUGA) Boundary Planning Study. The Study rated the relatively undeveloped Little
Bear Creek upper subbasin as in need of high environmental resource protection due to
the generally intact nature of the critical areas and aquatic habitat. Clearing, grading and
increased impervious surfaces associated with the proposed conversion of the proposal
site to urban residential development would create stormwater runoff impacts that would
affect water quality and quantity in the upper, middle and lower subbasins of Little Bear
Creek. These impacts would in turn adversely affect salmonid habitat in the Little Bear
Creek watershed.
County planners claim the Morrier proposed expansion “has not demonstrated that public
facilities and services to serve urban levels of development, particularly urban transportation
improvements and sewer and water service, are available or programmed to serve the docket
proposal site.” RCW 36.70A.110 (3) provides criteria for delineating Urban Growth Areas: (3) Urban

growth should be located first in areas already characterized by urban growth that have adequate existing
public facility and service capacities to serve such development, second in areas already characterized
by urban growth that will be served adequately by a combination of both existing public facilities
and services and any additional needed public facilities and services that are provided by either
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public or private source. The Silver Lake Water & Sewer District Wastewater Comprehensive Plan
clearly states that the Morrier proposed UGA expansion area can be served by gravity flow sewers:

there are significant areas outside of the District’s current boundary within the CVWD
service area that can be served by the District by gravity. Most of these areas are outside
of the Snohomish County Urban Growth Area (UGA) and cannot be developed to urban
densities at the present time. However, since the District can potentially serve these areas
by gravity, they are included in the study area in order to analyze the impacts of providing
service in the future. These areas are shown as the “Future Service Area” on Figure 2-1.1
Exhibit 1.
Snohomish County’s SEPA determination required for the permit for the 156th Street SE
Corridor Improvement, which is the widening of 156th Street in the Morrier proposal area, states
that there is no significant adverse impact on the environment:
THRESHOLD DETERMINATION: The lead agency for this proposal has determined
that it does not have a probably[sic] significant adverse impact on the environment. An
environmental impact statement (EIS) is not required under RCW 4.21C.30(2)(c). This
decision was made after review of a completed environmental checklist and other
information on file with the lead agency.2 Exhibit 2.
The 156th Street SE Corridor Improvement widening of 156th Street within the Morrier proposed
expansion is a significant project and is located in the Little Bear Creek watershed. How can the
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement widening of 156th Street have no environmental impact,
and the Morrier proposed expansion be prohibited because of claims of impacts?
RCW 36.70A.115 requires Snohomish County to provide a sufficient supply of buildable land to
accommodate the Office of Financial Management projected growth. County planner’s recent
builable lands report is a joke. The County’s buildable land capacity methodology study reports
that between 2012 and 2018 there were only 1,583 properties that redeveloped out of 175,000 in
Snohomish County3. That is an average of 226 per year or 3,392 during the 15 year balance of
the planning period to 2035. Snohomish County’s land capacity database includes 11,425
properties catagorized as redevelopable. The emperical data demonstrating that 3,392
properties will likely develop to 2035 is roughly 30% of what is contained in the county land
capacity database. The total additional population capacity for the 11,425 “redevelopable”
properties contained in the county land capacity database is 80,7244. 30% of 80,724 is 24,217,
meaning that it is likely that there is 56,507 less additional population land capacity.
The Morrier expansion would provide an additional 950 housing units or roughly 2,850 more
population capacity. The county 2021 BLR significantly overstates 2035 additional population
capacity. The Morrier proposal should be included in the final docket review and approved.
1

Silver Lake Water & Sewer District 2-9 Wastewater Comprehensive Plan December 2018
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement SEPA DNS with LDA, DAN GS50-01-39 Page 1 of 4, March 2018
3
ECONorthwest Snohomish County BLP Method Alternatives and Evaluative Criteria – February 7, 2019 page 27,
see county redevelopment data table below
4
See excerpt of county land capacity database below, within rectangle
2
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The county’s BLR and land capacity reports are a Self Fulfiling Prophesy.
The Buildable Lands Procedure Report contains the statement that county planners compared
estimates from the 2012 BLR with recent development history data:
In 2019, Snohomish County staff completed a validation study to review and compare
estimates from the 2012 BLR with recent development history data. The study included
a sample of 219 projects that developed for residential uses between 2013 and 2018.
The projects included single-family, multifamily, or mixed-use development types
within the UGA (cities and unincorporated UGAs).5
The 2012 BLR “Validation Study” asserts that county planners compared residential
development from 2013 to 2018 with 2012 BLR housing capacity predictions:
In preparation for the 2021 Buildable Lands Report (BLR), Planning and
Development Services (PDS) staff compared the residential development that occurred
in single family subdivisions, multi-family, and mixed use developments from 2013
through 2018 with the housing unit capacity predictions made in the 2012 BLR. The
purpose of this exercise was to evaluate the accuracy of the 2012 BLR housing capacity
estimates by comparing actual development with what was predicted.6
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There are no 2013 to 2018 housing unit capacity predictions contained in the 2012 BLR. A text
search of the 2012 BLR returns 1 result for the word[s] prediction/predictions; and that result
contains no housing unit capacity predictions.
The “validation study” aggregates density data making the data meaningless.
The 2021 BLR is a complete disaster. It contains large scale overstatements of additional
housing and employment capacity. The falsely inflated capacity data is ubiquitous and extensive
throughout the draft BLR.
Here are a few examples of anomolous data and errors included in the 2021 Buildable Lands
Report:
1. Unincorporated UGA total population capacity increased from 282,645 in the adopted
2015 Land Capacity Analysis to 307,404 in the 2021 draft BLR, without any zoning
changes or UGA expansions.
2. Mill Creek unincorporated UGA pending ULDR new lots/units reported as 609 – could
only verify 521.
3. Mill Creek Urban Center designation 52-55 units per buildable acre density factor used
when achieved buildable density of 28 can be verified in the 2012 BLR “Validation
Study”.
4. Mill Creek Urban Village designation 23-24 units per buildable acre density factor used
when achieved buildable density of 14.89 can be verified in the 2012 BLR “Validation
Study”.
5. City only achieved density data included in 2021 draft BLR. Should be both City and
County.
6. RCW 36.70A.115 REQUIRES the reasonable measures findings from 215: This analysis
shall include the reasonable measures findings1developed under RCW 36.70A.215”. No
Reasonable Measures findings in BLR. RCW 36.70A.215: “The reasonable measures
process in subsection (3) of this section shall be used as part of the next comprehensive
plan update to reconcile inconsistencies.”
7. No unincorporated county density data - RCW 36.70A.215 3 (d) Requires: “Determine
the actual density of housing that has been constructed and the actual amount of land
developed for commercial and industrial uses within the urban growth area since the
adoption of a comprehensive plan under this chapter or since the last periodic evaluation
as required by subsection (1) of this section;” County used history of development 2002
to 2018 but do not disclose actual density data:
The history of residential, commercial, industrial and mixed-use development
in cities and the county was collected and evaluated for the 2021 buildable
lands analysis. The period of time covered by the detailed development
history database was extended from the period covered in the 2002, 2007 and
2012 reports (from January 1995 to December 2010) to include an additional
8 years of development activity (through the end of 2018). Residential
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densities (housing units per acre) and commercial/industrial intensities (floor
area ratios, or FARs) were summarized for comprehensive plan or zoning
designation within each jurisdiction.
8. RCW 36.70A.215 3 (e) requires: “Based on the actual density of development as
determined under (b) of this subsection, review commercial, industrial, and housing
needs by type and density range to determine the amount of land needed for commercial,
industrial, and housing for the remaining portion of the twenty-year planning period used
in the most recently adopted comprehensive plan.” COUNTY DID NOT DO THIS.
Using linear regression on 2020 Growth Monitoring Report data to predict the 2035
population in Snohomish County cities and unincorporated UGA indicate that city
population targets are realistic. The growth target in the unincorporated UGA is underestimated by over 100,000:
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
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182,990
186,278
190,251
196,982
205,473
212,722
221,289
227,801
234,246

234,246
240,945
247,644
254,342
261,041
267,739
274,438
281,136
287,835
294,533
301,232
307,930
314,629
321,327
328,026
334,724
341,423

CITY 2035 population target 578,994
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UNINCORPORATED COUNTY 2035 population target 236,138
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PARTIALLY-USED
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BLR capacity database reports 223.00 additional housing units and additional 109.83
employment capacity. Planning & Development Services reports: a proposed new 2-story,
Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility (IRF). The project will consist of approximately 52,500 gsf,
including 40 Inpatient Rehabilitation Beds.
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BLR CAPACITY DATABASE: PARCEL 31051200400400 622 ADDITIONAL HOUSING UNITS
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ARLINGTON SEWER WILL NOT SERVE THE AREA through 2035

REDEVELOPABLE
Redevelopable. Redevelopable parcels are those non-vacant parcels which the buildable
lands analysis considers are candidate locations for demolition of the existing building
and replacement by something new at some time during the 20-year GMA plan horizon.
Identification of buildings as redevelopable begins with the ratio of improvement-to-land
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value, the UGA in which the parcel is located, the zoning or plan designation, and the
current use.
For single family zoned or designated land, existing houses valued at less than
$162,0007 and 75% of the land value are considered potentially redevelopable. If
the parcel is too small to subdivide, then it is considered a replacement building,
and no additional capacity is assigned to it. If the parcel is large enough to
subdivide, and the improvement value of the house is over $162,000, then it is
considered partially-used and is analyzed under the conditions described below.
For multi-family, commercial, industrial, or mixed-use zoned or designated land,
existing buildings valued at less than 100% of the land value are usually
considered potentially redevelopable. Exceptions include condominiums and
certain existing commercial uses. Gas stations are the most common commercial
exception because they require a high visibility location, which means the land is
expensive, while the condition of the building itself is of little importance to
running the business. Similarly, many warehouse buildings are perfectly viable in
a decrepit condition, and if the location is not attractive to other uses, it is unlikely
to redevelop.
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“Lowe's has a low I/L ratio [sic] due to location, but could redevelop once light rail reaches
Everett Station” 748 additional housing capacity, 324.27 additional employment capacity
SOUND TRANSIT RECENTLY ANNOUCED LIGHT RAIL WILL NOT CONNECT TO EVERETT AT
LEAST UNTIL 20457

7

Sound Transit Resolution No. R2021-05; Exhibit A, B
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Parcel 01173700098700 APPROXIMATELY 52 VACANT RESIDENTIAL LOTS
LOZIER AT CREEKSIDE - BLR DATABASE: 154.00 additional housing units, 76.70 additional employment
capacity
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Walmart 11330 HWY 99, Everett, WA 98204
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“Walmart might be able to add more building pads” Parcel 00442900401402: additional housing 160.00, additional employment capacity - 83.83
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Parcel 00442900402002: “New Panda Express is unlikely to redevelop”, additional housing units - 10.00,
employment - 8.75
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27053000105500 “Site appears to be fully developed” additional housing-136.00, employment-406.75
Row (346), IL Ratio 1.6
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27053000402500 “Site is fully developed”, additional housing-100.00, employment-15.17, Row (350) IL
Ratio 1.0
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27050400204700 “Animal clinic is in good shape; not redevelopable”, additional housing
18.00,employment - 3.11,
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“Newish Retail” 36 additional housing units, 15.57 additional employment capacity
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Red Robin 21215 BOTHELL EVERETT HWY

“Red Robin was complete” 34.00 additional housing units, 6.08 additional employment capacity
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“New Safeway Gas (2010) w/wetlands on site plan” 19.72 additional employment capacity
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“Safeway Gas built in 2005; l;ong-term[sic] redev potential” additional 35 houses, 15.88 employment
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“Dealership is likely to remain” 18.00 additional housing units, additional employment capacity – 10.27
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“This location is likely to remain a gas station” 25.00 additional housing units, additional employment
capacity – 10.97
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VACANT LAND
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31051300100300 Arlington: additional housing units - 718.00, NO SEWERS
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31051200300500 Arlington: additional housing units - 362.00, NO SEWERS

31051300202500 Arlington: additional housing units - 224.00, NO SEWERS
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30070700400100 Granite Falls: additional housing units - 187.00, NO SEWER, critical areas

DENSITY ANOMALIES
MILL CREEK uninc BLR database density 24.67
UVILL

TOTAL

PROJECT
DENSITY
9
24

UNITS
29
50
79

B ACRES
3.222222
2.083333
5.305556

ACHIEVED
DENSITY

14.89
*8

MILL CREEK uninc BLR database density 44.75
UCENTER PROJECT
ACHIEVED
DENSITY UNITS
B ACRES
DENSITY
17.79
78
4.384486
33.53
272
8.112138
TOTAL
350
12.49662
28.007
*9

8
9

Pages 102 &103 BLR Validation Study
Pages 102 &103 BLR Validation Study
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EVERETT city BLR database density 92.99
R4

TOTAL

PROJECT
DENSITY
79.2
20.29
57.97

UNITS
5
3
18
26

B ACRES
0.063131
0.147856
0.310505
0.521493

ACHIEVED
DENSITY*10

49.85687

I developed a digital real estate development project feasibility analysis program in the late
1980’s. I have developed real estate since 1986. Housing prices are rising rapidly, and that will
continue until there is a drop in demand for housing or the UGA is expanded.
/S/ F Robert Strahm
F. Robert Strahm
1712 Pacific Ave Suite 105
Everett, WA 98201

30+ years Designated Real Estate Broker (license retired)
BABA - Finance

10

Pages 55-57 validation study
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EXHIBIT 1
SILVER LAKE WATER AND SEWER DISTRICT MAP WITH
AREA THAT CAN CURRENTLY BE SERVED
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STUDY AREA
SILVER LAKE WATER & SEWER DISTRICT BOUNDARY
EVERETT PASSTHROUGH AREA
POTENTIAL FUTURE SERVICE AREA
AWWD AGREEMENT AREA
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35TH AVENUE SE
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SILVER LAKE WATER & SEWER DISTRICT
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WASTEWATER COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
FIGURE 2-1
STUDY AREA AND DISTRICT BOUNDARY
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EXHIBIT 2

Snohomish County Public Works
Project Name: 156th Street SE Corridor Improvement:
35th Avenue SE to Forest View Elementary
Project Number: RC1617

Notice of Land Disturbing Activity and
SEPA Threshold Determination of Non-Significance
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapters 30.70.050(2) and 30.61 SCC

Project Description:

Snohomish County Public Works proposes to construct a
two way left (center) turn lane in specific areas, bike
lanes, sidewalks, and shoulders. The existing travel lanes
are approximately 11 feet wide and the proposed center
turn lane would be 12 feet wide. These roadway
improvements would extend for 1.3 miles east from 35th
Avenue SE to Forest View Elementary. Additional
roadway right-of-way will be acquired to accommodate
the proposed improvements. An improved drainage
system including stormwater conveyance, detention and
water quality treatment would also be constructed.
Utilities would also need to be relocated in order to
accommodate the proposed improvements.

Project Location:
This project site is located along 156th Street SE
between 35th Avenue SE, to the west, and Forest
View Elementary School, to the east. It is located in
Sections 3, 4, and 5, Township 27N, Range 5E,
W.M., just east of the City of Mill Creek, Snohomish
County, WA.

To learn more about a project:
1. Go to www.snohomishcountywa.gov/3517 OR
2. Call Stephanie Cotton, project manager; OR
3. Review the project file at Snohomish County Public Works
(PW), 3000 Rockefeller Avenue, Robert J. Drewel Building, 2nd
Floor, Customer Service Center, Everett, Washington; Office
Hours: M-F 8-5 except legal holidays. Please call Stephanie
Cotton in advance to be certain the project file is available.

Type of Project:
Roadway Corridor Improvement

To comment on a project:
1. Submit written comments to Snohomish County Public Works,
c/o Stephanie Cotton, at the address below. All comments
received prior to a decision will be reviewed. To ensure that
comments are addressed, PW must receive them by 5 p.m.,
published comment end date; OR
2. E-mail comments to Stephanie Cotton, with your name, address
and contact number.

Completeness Date:
May 18, 2017
Permits/Approvals Required:
Land disturbing activity permit; other applicable
federal, state and local permits
SEPA Decision:
On February 28, 2018, Public Works determined that
this project does not have a probable, significant
adverse impact on the environment and has issued a
Determination of Nonsignificance (DNS). An
environmental impact statement (EIS) under RCW
43.21C.030(2)(c) is not required. This decision was
made after review of a completed environmental
checklist and other information on file with this
agency.
Project Comment Period:
Submit written or e-mailed comments on or before
5 p.m., March 26, 2018.
SEPA Appeal Period:
The DNS may be appealed pursuant to the
requirements of SCC 30.61.300 and must be received
no later than 5 p.m., March 26, 2018.

Publication Date: March 4, 2018

Note: DPW only publishes decisions as required by Snohomish
County Code. Persons will receive notice of all decisions that they
have submitted written comments on, regardless of whether or not
they are published. You may become a party of record for a project
by submitting original written comments and request to be a party of
record. Only parties of record may subsequently file appeals.
To appeal a SEPA decision:
Submit a written appeal and the $500 filing fee to PW prior to 5
p.m., published appeal end date. Refer to SCC 30.71.050(5) for
details on what must be included in a written appeal. A SEPA appeal
also requires that an affidavit or declaration be filed with the
Snohomish County Hearing Examiner within seven days of filing the
appeal pursuant to SCC 30.61.305(1). For projects requiring a
shoreline permit, appeals must be submitted to the Shorelines
Hearings Board.
Title VI and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Information: It is Snohomish County’s policy to assure that no person shall on
the grounds of race, color, national origin, or sex as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be discriminated against under any County sponsored program or activity. For
questions regarding Snohomish County Public Works’ Title VI Program, or for interpreter or translation services for non-English
speakers, or otherwise making materials available in an alternate format, contact the Department Title VI Coordinator via e-mail at spwtitlevi@snoco.org or phone 425-388-6660. Hearing/speech impaired may call 711.

COUNTY CONTACT:

Stephanie Cotton, Senior Planner
E-mail: Stephanie.Cotton@snoco.org

(425) 262-2481
Snohomish County Public Works
3000 Rockefeller Avenue, M/S 607
Everett, WA 98201

Notice of Land Disturbing Activity and
SEPA Threshold Determination
156th St SE Corridor Improvement:
35th Ave SE to Forest View Elementary

Project Description:

State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Decision:

Snohomish County Public Works proposes to construct a two way left
(center) turn lane in specific areas, bike lanes, sidewalks, and shoulders.
The existing travel lanes are approximately 11 feet wide and the proposed
center turn lane would be 12 feet wide. These roadway improvements
would extend for 1.3 miles east from 35th Ave SE to Forest View
Elementary. Additional roadway right-of-way will need to be acquired to
accommodate the proposed improvements. An improved drainage system
including stormwater conveyance, detention and water quality treatment
would also be constructed. Utilities would also need to be relocated in
order to accommodate the proposed improvements.

On February 28, 2018, Public Works determined that this project does not
have a probable, significant adverse impact on the environment and has
issued a Determination of Non-significance (DNS). An environmental impact
statement (EIS) under RCW 43.21C.030(2)C is not required. This decision
was made after review of SEPA documents and other information on file
with this agency. These documents are available for public review upon
request.
SEPA Appeal: This DNS may be appealed pursuant to the requirements of
SCC 30.61.300 and Chapter 2.02 SCC.

Project Name:

156th St SE Corridor Improvement:
35th Ave SE to Forest View Elementary
Project Number:
RC1617
UPI Number:
10-0002
Lead Agency:
Snohomish County Public Works
Date of Publication: March 4, 2018

For more information:
• Visit the Public Works Customer Service Counter, 2nd Fl.
Robert J. Drewel Bldg, 3000 Rockefeller Ave, Everett, WA
•

Visit: www.snohomishcountywa.gov/3517

•

Call Stephanie Cotton at 425-262-2481

This combined notice is being issued pursuant to
SCC 30.70.050(2) and 30.61.110.

Comment Period:
Comments regarding this project are due on or before 5 p.m.
March 26, 2018. Send comments to:
Stephanie Cotton, Senior Planner
Snohomish County Public Works
3000 Rockefeller Ave., M/S 607
Everett, WA 98201
or email comments to: Stephanie.Cotton@snoco.org
Title VI and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Information: It is Snohomish County’s policy to assure
that no person shall on the grounds of race, color, national origin, or sex as provided by Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, as amended, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise
be discriminated against under any County sponsored program or activity. For questions regarding
Snohomish County Public Works’ Title VI Program, or for interpreter or translation services for non-English
speakers, or otherwise making materials available in an alternate format, contact the Department Title VI
Coordinator via e-mail at spw-titlevi@snoco.org or phone 425-388-6660. Hearing/speech impaired may call
the Washington Relay Center at 711.
TES.14.1617.PC.0218
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PUBLIC NOTICE

Public Works

DETERMINATION OF NONSIGNIFICANCE (DNS)
and LAND DISTURBING ACTIVITY PERMIT
PROJECT NAME and NUMBER: 156th Street SE Corridor Improvement: 35th Avenue SE to Forest
View Elementary (RC1617)
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL: Snohomish County Public Works proposes to improve a 1.3 mile
long section of 156th Street SE between 35th Avenue SE and Forest View Elementary. The urban
portion of 156th Street SE, west of Sunset Road, will be widened to include two 11’ travel lanes
with 5’ bike lanes, curb, gutter, and 5’ sidewalks, and include a 12’ center turn lane in specific
locations. The rural portion of 156th Street SE between Sunset Rd and Forest View Elementary
will be widened to include a 14’ wide shared use (vehicle and bike) lane with curb, gutter,
planter strip, and 5’ sidewalk on the north side of 156th Street SE, and an 11’ travel lane with 8’
shoulder on the south side. East of Sunset Road, 156th Street SE will also be improved to
increase sight distance. The intersection of 156th Street SE and Sunset Road is currently a four
way stop controlled intersection and will remain the same, except for a new traffic island on the
westbound approach to separate westbound through traffic on 156th Street SE from vehicles
turning right onto Sunset Rd. The corridor improvements would comply with Snohomish
County’s Engineering, Design, and Development Standards (EDDS). The project would also
upgrade the existing conditions and construct new curb ramps to meet standards of the
American Disabilities Act (ADA). Drainage improvements would include storm-water
conveyance, detention, and water quality treatment. Utilities would also need to be relocated
in order to accommodate the proposed improvements.
LOCATION OF PROPOSAL: This project site is located along 156th Street SE between 35th
Avenue SE, to the west, and Forest View Elementary School, to the east, a distance of
approximately 1.3 miles. It is located in Sections 3, 4, and 5, Township 27N, Range 5E, W.M.,
just east of the City of Mill Creek, Snohomish County, WA.
APPLICANT AND LEAD AGENCY: Snohomish County Public Works
LAND DISTURBING ACTIVITY (LDA) PERMIT: This project will require an LDA permit. The
preliminary estimates for cut and fill quantities are 8,000 cubic yards of cut and 14,000 cubic
yards of fill.
THRESHOLD DETERMINATION: The lead agency for this proposal has determined that it does
not have a probably significant adverse impact on the environment. An environmental impact
statement (EIS) is not required under RCW 4.21C.30(2)(c). This decision was made after review
of a completed environmental checklist and other information on file with the lead agency. This
information is available to the public upon request.
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
DAN GS50-01-39
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SEPA DNS with LDA
March 2018

The lead agency has determined that the requirements for environmental analysis, protection,
and mitigation measures have been adequately addressed in the county’s development
regulations and comprehensive plan adopted under chapter 36.70A RCS, and in other
applicable local, state, or federal laws and rules, as provided by RCW 43.21C.240 and WAC 19711-158. Our agency will not require any additional mitigation measures under chapter 30.61
SCC.
PUBLIC COMMEMT PERIOD: This DNS and LDA are subject to a 21-day public and agency
comment period. Written comments may be submitted by mail or email to the lead agency’s
contact person. See name and address below. Comments must be received by 5 p.m. PST on
March 26, 2018.
APPEALS: This DNS may be appealed pursuant to the requirements of 5CC 30.61.300 and
Chapter 2.02 5CC. There is a 21-day appeal period on the DNS that commences from the date of
publication of notice. Any appeal must be addressed to the County Hearing Examiner,
accompanied by a filing fee of $500.00, and be filed in wiring at Snohomish County Public
Works, 3000 Rockefeller Ave., Robert J. Drewel Building, 2nd Floor, Customer Service Center,
Everett, Washington. The appeal must be received by 5 p.m. PST on March 26, 2018.

The appeal must contain the items set forth in 5CC 30.71.050(5). In addition, 5CC 30.61.305(1)
also requires that any person filing an appeal of a threshold determination made pursuant to
chapter 30.61 SCC shall file with the hearing examiner, within seven days of filing the appeal, a
sworn affidavit or declaration demonstrating facts and evidence, that if proven, would
demonstrate that the issuance of the threshold determination was clearly erroneous.

Name: Stephanie Cotton
CONTACT PERSON:

Telephone: 425-262-2481

Stephanie.Cotton@snoco.org

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL:

Steven E. Thomsen, P.E., Director
Snohomish County Public Works

ADDRESS:

3000 Rockefeller Ave., MIS 607
Everett, WA 98201-4046

5ignature:

Date: February 28, 2018

156th

Street SE Corridor Improvement
DAN GS5O-01-39
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SEPA DNS with LDA
February 2018

DISCLAIMER:
The determination that an environmental impact statement does not have to be filed does not
mean there will be no adverse environmental impacts. Snohomish County codes governing
noise control, land use performance standards, construction and improvement of county roads,
drainage control, and building practices will provide substantial mitigation of the
aforementioned impacts.
The issuance of this Determination of Nonsignificance (DNS) should not be interpreted as
acceptance or approval of this proposal as presented. Snohomish County reserves the right to
deny or approve said proposal subject to conditions if it is determined to be in the best interest
of the County and/or necessary to the general health, safety, and welfare of the public to do so.
Title VI and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Information: It is Snohomish County’s policy to assure that no
person shall on the grounds of race, color, national origin, or sex as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, as amended, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be discriminated
against under and County sponsored program or activity. For questions regarding Snohomish County Public Works’
Title VI Program, or for interpreter or translation services for non-English speakers, or otherwise making materials
available in an alternate format, contact the Department Title VI Coordinator via e-mail at spw-titlevi@snoco.org
or phone 425-388-6660. Hearing/speech impaired may call 711.

156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
DAN GS50-01-39
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DISTRIBUTION LIST:
Federal Agencies:
National Marine Fisheries Service/ SEPA Review
Natural Resources Conservation Service
NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service
NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service - North Puget Sound Branch
US Army Corps of Engineers Seattle District (Seattle District Corps of Engineers)
FHWA WA Division
US Fish & Wildlife Service/ SEPA Review
State Agencies:
Dept. of Ecology Environmental Review Section
Dept. of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
Dept. of Fish & Wildlife Attn. SEPA Review
Dept. of Transportation/Environmental Section/NEPA/SEPA Compliance
Dept. of Transportation/NW Region, Highways & Local Programs
WA Department of Natural Resources
WA Parks and Recreation Commission Northwest Region Office
WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife Region 4 Office
Tribal Government:
Muckleshoot Tribe
Samish Indian Nation
Sauk-Suiattle Tribe
Skagit River System Cooperative
Snoqualmie Tribe
Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians
Suquamish Tribe
Swinomish Indian Tribal Community
Tulalip Tribes
Upper Skagit Indian Tribe
Other:
The Herald
Cities: Mill Creek and Bothell
School Districts: Everett School District
Libraries: Everett Public Library and Sno-Isle Libraries
Utilities: Comcast, Frontier, PSE, PUD, Williams Pipeline
County: Council District 4
Fire Districts: District 1 and 7

Attachments: SEPA Checklist

156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
DAN GS50-01-39
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Snohomish County
Public Works
3000 Rockefeller Avenue
M/S 607
Everett, WA 98201

SEPA CHECKLIST
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement:
35th Avenue SE to Forest View Elementary
(RC1617)

Prepared by:
Stephanie Cotton
Snohomish County Public Works
TES‐Environmental Services
Phone: (425) 262.2481
Email: Stephanie.Cotton@snoco.org

February 2018

Purpose of Checklist:
Governmental agencies use this checklist to help determine whether the environmental impacts of your
proposal are significant. This information is also helpful to determine if available avoidance,
minimization or compensatory mitigation measures will address the probable significant impacts or if an
environmental impact statement will be prepared to further analyze the proposal.

SUMMARY
A. BACKGROUND
1. Name of proposed project:
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement: 35th Avenue SE to Forest View Elementary
2. Name of applicant:
Snohomish County Public Works
3. Address and phone number of applicant and contact person:
Contact Person: Stephanie Cotton, Senior Planner
3000 Rockefeller Avenue MS 607
Everett, WA 98201
425.262.2481
Stephanie.Cotton@snoco.org
4. Date checklist prepared:
February 9, 2018
5. Agency requesting checklist:
Snohomish County Public Works Transportation and Environmental Services Division
6. Proposed timing or schedule (including phasing, if applicable):
The 156th Street SE corridor improvement project would occur in stages: (1) planning
and design, (2) right‐of‐way acquisition, and (3) construction. The project is currently in
the planning and design stage, with right‐of‐way acquisition and construction pending
funding.
7. Do you have any plans for future additions, expansion, or further activity related to or
connected with this proposal? If yes, please explain.
This project is located east of the 35th Avenue SE corridor improvements and is
scheduled to be constructed after 35th Avenue SE Phase II is constructed.
8. List any environmental information you know about that has been prepared, or will be
prepared, directly related to this proposal.
Preliminary Drainage Report September 2017
Design Report May 2017
Transportation Study September 2015
Preliminary Geologic Investigation and Hydrogeological Report 2017
Preliminary Environmental Review Memo November 2016
9. Do you know whether applications are pending for governmental approvals of other proposals
directly affecting the property covered by your proposal? If yes, please explain.
No applications are pending.
10. List any government approvals or permits that will be needed for your proposal, if known.

Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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 Permit/Approval:
 Section 404 Authorization: Nationwide Permit
 Section 7 Endangered Species Act Consultation
 Section 106 National Historic Preservation Act
 Section 401 Water Quality and CZM
Certification
 NPDES Permit
 Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA)
 Drainage & Land Disturbing Activity
Certification
 Critical Area Certification

Required from:
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
NOAA Fisheries and U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service
Federal Lead Agency (Corps of Engineers)
Washington State Department of Ecology
Washington State Department of Ecology
Washington State Department of Fish and
Wildlife
Snohomish County – Public Works
Snohomish County – Public Works

11. Give a brief, complete description of your proposal, including the proposed uses and the size of
the project site. There are several questions later in this checklist that ask you to describe
certain aspects of your proposal; you do not need to repeat those answers on this page. (Lead
agencies may modify this form to include additional specific information on project description).
Snohomish County Public Works proposes to improve a 1.3 mile long section of 156 th
Street SE between 35th Avenue SE and Forest View Elementary (Figure 1). Forest View
Elementary is located at the corner of 156th Street SE and Silver Firs Drive. The urban
portion of 156th Street SE west of Sunset Road will be widened to include two 11’ travel
lanes with 5’ bike lanes, curb, gutter, and 5’ sidewalks, and include a 12’ center turn lane
in specific locations (Figure 2).
The rural portion of 156th Street SE between Sunset Rd and Forest View Elementary will
be widened to include a 14’ wide shared use (vehicle and bike) lane with curb, gutter,
planter strip, and 5’ sidewalk on the north side of 156th Street SE, and an 11’ travel lane
with 8’ shoulder on the south side. East of Sunset Road, 156th Street SE will also be
improved to increase sight distance.
The intersection of 156th Street SE and Sunset Road is currently a four way stop
controlled intersection and will remain the same, except for a new traffic island on the
westbound approach to separate westbound through traffic on 156 th Street SE from
vehicles turning right onto Sunset Road.
The corridor improvements would comply with Snohomish County’s Engineering,
Design, and Development Standards (EDDS). The project would also upgrade the existing
conditions and construct new curb ramps to meet standards of the American Disabilities
Act (ADA). Drainage improvements would include storm-water conveyance, detention,
and water quality treatment. Utilities would also need to be relocated in order to
accommodate the proposed improvements.
12. Location of proposal. Give sufficient information for a person to understand the precise location
of your proposed project, including a street address if any, and section/township/range if
known. If a proposal would occur over a range of areas, provide the range or boundaries of the
Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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site(s). Provide legal description, site plan, vicinity map, and topographic map if reasonably
available. While you should submit any plans required by the agency, you are not required to
duplicate maps or detailed plans submitted with any permit applications related to this
checklist.
This project site is located along 156th Street SE between 35th Avenue SE, to the west,
and Forest View Elementary School, to the east, a distance of approximately 1.3 miles. It
is located in Sections 3, 4, and 5, Township 27N, Range 5E, W.M., just east of the City of
Mill Creek, Snohomish County, WA (Figure 1).

B. ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS
1. Earth
a. General description of the site (check one):
☐ FLAT
☐ ROLLING
☐ HILLY
☐ STEEP SLOPES
☐ MOUNTAINOUS
 OTHER (please describe): The project site’s topography varies with some flat areas and rolling
hills and steep slopes that drain to Tambark Creek and Little Bear Creek (Cedar‐Sammamish
Watershed).
b. What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
The steepest side slope along the proposed shoulder is approximately 50%. The steepest
longitudinal slope of the roadway is approximately 6%.
c. What general types of soil are found on the site (i.e., clay – sand – gravel – peat – muck)? If you
know the classification of agricultural soils, specify them and note any agricultural land of long‐
term commercial significance and whether the proposal results in removing any of these soils.
The dominant soil type is mapped as Alderwood gravelly sandy loam, 2 to 8 percent
slopes. This moderately well drained soil is on till plains. It is moderately deep over a
hardpan. The soil formed in glacial till.
Typically, the surface layer is very dark grayish brown gravelly sandy loam about 7
inches thick. The upper part of the subsoil is dark yellowish brown and dark brown very
gravelly sandy loam about 23 inches thick. The lower part is olive brown very gravelly
sandy loam about 5 inches thick. A weakly cemented hardpan is at a depth of about 35
inches. Depth to hardpan ranges from 20 to 40 inches. Permeability of this Alderwood
soil is moderately rapid above the hardpan and very slow through it. Effective rooting
depth is 20 to 40 inches. Runoff is slow, and the hazard of water erosion is slight.
d. Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils in the immediate vicinity? If so, please
describe.
There are no unstable soils in the project area.
e. Describe the purpose, type, total area, and approximate quantities and total affected area of
any filling excavation and grading proposed. Indicate source of fill.
The proposed project would require approximately 6,000 cubic yards of select gravel
borrow for fill material; 2,000 cubic yards of crushed surfacing base and top course;
Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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4,000 cubic yards of hot mix asphalt, and 2,000 square yards of topsoil. Snohomish
County grading regulations require that fill material be provided from a County
approved source. Engineering certification of construction documents would assure fill
is from an approved source. All structural fill would be compacted and placed in
accordance with Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) standards.
The proposed project would require approximately 8,000 cubic yards of excavation
associated with construction of the stormwater facilities and roadway improvements.
Excavated material will be disposed of at an approved County facility.
f.

Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction or use? If so, please generally describe.
Minor amounts of erosion may occur during construction if appropriate erosion control
practices are not utilized. Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control Best
Management Practices (BMPs) would be used for temporary erosion and pollution
control to minimize impacts from construction. No erosion would result from use of the
completed improvements.

g. About what percent of the site will be covered with impervious surfaces after project
construction (i.e., asphalt or buildings)?
The amount of new impervious surface area that would be created by construction of
the center turn lane, bike lanes, and sidewalks, totals approximately 2.4 acres (1.8 acres
of new pollution generating and 0.6 acres of non‐pollution generating). Sidewalks would
be constructed using porous pavement.
h. Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to the earth, if any:
All project activity would be subject to erosion and sedimentation control Best
Management Practices and would comply with the provisions of all applicable permits.
Best Management Practices may include, but are not limited to the following:
For areas with slope stability issues, structural earth or gravity block walls would be
installed. Final wall selection would be determined in the final design.
For areas adjacent to wetlands, structural earth or gravity block walls would be installed
to minimize fill impacts to the wetlands. Final structure selection would be determined
in the final design.
Protective covering would be placed over exposed soil areas to prevent sediments and
other contaminants from entering the road side ditches and wetlands. Protective
covering would be clear plastic sheeting, straw mulch, jute matting, or erosion control
blanket per Department of Ecology requirements.
A temporary erosion and sediment control plan would be implemented during
construction.
Erosion and sedimentation control measures would be routinely inspected maintained
and repaired. Damaged or inadequate erosion and sedimentation control measures
would be corrected quickly.
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Any bare soil that may result from project activity would be reseeded with an
appropriate erosion control seed mix immediately following construction.
2. Air
a. What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal during construction,
operation, and maintenance when the project is completed? If any, please generally describe
and give approximate quantities if known.
Construction equipment, construction‐related activities, and vehicles carrying workers
and equipment to and from the site would result in minor, temporary increases in
emissions and dust. There would be no increase in emissions once construction is
complete.
b. Are there any off‐site sources of emissions or odor that may affect your proposal? If so, please
generally describe.
There are no off‐site sources of emissions or odor that would affect the corridor
improvement.
c. Proposed measures to reduce or control emissions or other impacts to air, if any:
During construction, equipment emissions would not exceed state and national air
quality standards. The project would use only equipment and trucks in optimal
operational condition. Dust control measures would be implemented to minimize
airborne dust.
3. Water
a. Surface Water:
1. Is there any surface water body on or in the immediate vicinity of the site (including
year round and seasonal streams, saltwater, lakes, ponds, wetlands)? If yes, please
describe type and provide names. If appropriate, state what stream or river if flows into.
Wetland and stream delineations were conducted on April 20, 2010, January 20 and
February 9, 2016. There are two streams and nine wetlands within the project area
(Figure 3).
Little Bear Creek (WRIA 08.0080) and Tambark Creek flow from north to south across
156th St SE within the project limits. Per SCC Chapter 30.62A, they are Type F streams
with a 150‐foot buffer on both sides of the creek.
Six wetlands (B, C, D, E, F, and G) drain to Tambark Creek, which is a tributary to Silver
Creek. Silver Creek is a left‐bank tributary to North Creek, which originates in Snohomish
County near Everett and flows approximately 12.6 miles south to the Sammamish River
near Bothell. The North Creek watershed drains approximately 19,000 acres in
Snohomish and King Counties. Tambark Creek drains approximately 1,800 acres in
central Snohomish County, and has a total length of 4.5 miles.
Three wetlands (A, H and I) drain to Little Bear Creek, which is one of four major
tributaries to the Sammamish River. Little Bear Creek drains more than fifteen square
miles in south Snohomish County and northern King County, and has a total length of
7.7 miles.
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Wetland A located on the north side of 156th Street SE, east of Sunset Road and just
west of the electric power lines, is a Category III wetland with a 60 foot buffer. The
wetland is a manmade pond located on residential property and is dominated by an
overstory of black cottonwood, willow, and an understory of Douglas spirea.
Wetland B located on the south side of 156th Street SE, west of Sunset Road and just
east of the Seattle City Light substation, is a Category IV wetland with a 40 foot buffer.
The wetland is located on the substation property and is dominated by salmonberry,
blackberry and lady fern.
Wetland C located along the north side of 156th Street SE in the northwest corner of
156th and 41st Avenue SE, is a Category IV wetland with a 40 foot buffer and is
dominated by blackberry.
Wetland D located along the east side of 41st Avenue SE, is also a Category IV wetland
with a 40 foot buffer and is dominated by willow and Douglas spirea.
Wetland E located along the south side 156th Street SE just west of the substation, is a
Category IV wetland with a 40 foot buffer dominated by salmonberry and lady fern.
Wetlands F and G are connected to Tambark Creek at the west end of the corridor
towards 36th Drive SE and are Category III ponded wetlands with 110 foot buffers. There
is beaver activity north of 156th Street SE that has created a pond. Vegetation in these
wetlands consists of red alder, salmonberry, blackberry, knotweed, lady fern, sedge,
rush and buttercup.
Wetlands H and I were regulated by PDS in September 2015 as Category III wetlands
with 60 foot buffers as part of a residential development permit application.
2. Will the project require any work over, in, or adjacent to (within 200 feet) the described
waters? If yes, please describe and attach available plans.
The proposed road improvements would be constructed adjacent to roadside wetlands.
Walls would be constructed in order to minimize fill impacts to the wetlands. Three
wetlands would be impacted based on the proposed improvements outlined in the
Design Report. Walls would be installed adjacent to the existing stream culvert crossings
to avoid impacts to Tambark Creek and Little Bear Creek. As the design progresses, if the
existing culverts that convey Tambark Creek and Little Bear Creek need to be
lengthened in order to accommodate the proposed improvements, they would meet
the WDFW guidelines for the stream simulation.
3. Estimate the amount of fill and dredge material that would be placed in or removed
from surface water or wetlands and indicate the area of the site that would be affected.
Indicate the source of fill material.
Wetlands and their buffers would be impacted by construction of the proposed road
improvements based on the Design Report. There are nine wetlands and two streams in
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the project area. The following approximate impacts to wetlands and their buffer are
based on overlaying the proposed road improvements with the wetland, stream, and
buffer boundaries.

Wetland/
Stream

Permanent
Wetland
Impact
(sq. ft.)

Permanent
Buffer
Impact
(sq. ft.)

A

0

6,268

B
C
D
E
F
G
H

2,800
3,925
48
0
0
0
0

5,460
4,839
1,085
1,518
58
1,078
1,520

I
Tambark
Creek
Little
Bear
Creek

0

1,358

‐

1,043

‐

80

TOTALS

6,773

24,307

4. Will the proposal require surface water withdrawals or diversions? Please give a general
description, purpose, and approximate quantities if known.
The proposal would not require any surface water withdrawals or diversions.
5. Does the proposal lie within a 100‐year floodplain? If so, note location on the site plan.
The proposed project does not lie within a 100‐year floodplain.
6. Does the proposal involve any discharges of waste materials to surface waters? If so,
please describe the type of waste and anticipated volume of discharge.
No waste materials would be discharged to surface waters.
b. Groundwater:
1. Will groundwater be withdrawn from a well for drinking water of other purposes? If so,
please give a general description of the well, proposed uses and approximate quantities
withdrawn from the well.
No water would be withdrawn from a well.
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2. Will water be discharged to groundwater? Please give a general description, purpose,
and approximate quantities if known.
No water would be discharged to groundwater.
3. Describe waste material that will be discharged into the ground from septic tanks or
other sources, if any (i.e., domestic sewage, industrial, containing the following
chemicals..., agricultural, etc.).
No waste material would be discharged into the ground.
4. Describe the general size of the system, the number of such systems, the number of
houses to be served (if applicable), or the number of animals or humans the system(s)
are expected to serve.
This is not applicable to the proposed road corridor improvement.
c. Water Runoff (including storm water):
1. Describe the source of runoff (including stormwater) and method of collection and
disposal, if any (include quantities, if known). Where will this water flow? Will this water
flow into other waters? If so, please describe.
Currently, storm water runoff from the existing road flows into the roadside ditches via
direct runoff or into existing storm drainage systems. Proposed improvements would
include extension of the existing storm drainage system, construction of new storm
drainage systems and installation of new vegetated roadside bio‐swales. Storm water
generated by areas equivalent to the new impervious areas would be proposed to be
directed to surface water ponds for flow control and water quality treatment.
2. Could waste materials enter ground or surface waters? If so, please generally describe.
No
3. Does the proposal alter or otherwise affect drainage patterns in the vicinity of the site?
If so, please describe.
Currently, storm water runoff from the existing road flows into the roadside ditches via
direct runoff or into existing storm drainage systems. Proposed improvements would
include extension of the existing storm drainage system, construction of new storm
drainage systems and installation of new vegetated roadside bio‐swales. Storm water
generated by areas equivalent to the new impervious areas would be proposed to be
directed to surface water ponds for flow control and water quality treatment. Adverse
impacts are not anticipated within the upstream and downstream drainage systems
properties and basin as a result of the alterations. Implementation of on‐site flow
control and water quality treatment measures as well as maintaining the natural
discharge points will result in no adverse impacts.
d. Proposed measures to reduce or control surface water, groundwater, runoff water, and
drainage impacts, if any:
Mitigation in accordance with County Critical Area Regulations (Chapter 30.62A SCC)
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) would be necessary. The prescribed
sequence includes:
 Avoiding the impacts altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an
action,
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Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its
implementation, by using appropriate technology, or by taking affirmative steps
to avoid or reduce impacts,
Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment,
Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the action,
Compensating for the impact by replacing, enhancing, or providing substitute
resources or environments, or
Monitoring the impact and taking appropriate corrective measures.

Mitigation for unavoidable impacts to wetlands and buffers would be required. Federal
Rule 33 CRF § 332.3(b)2 establishes the preferred hierarchy options for compensatory
mitigation. The options, in order of preference, are:
 Use a mitigation bank located in the same basin as the project.
 Use an in‐lieu fee program located in the same basin.
 Mitigation onsite and in‐kind.
 Mitigation offsite of out‐of‐kind.
Approximately 6,800 square feet of wetland would be permanently impacted as a result
of the proposed roadway improvements. Based on Snohomish County Critical Area
Regulations (Chapter 30.62A SCC), the recommended mitigation ratio for wetland
enhancement is 3:1. Approximately 20,400 square feet of wetland would need to be
enhanced. This is a general estimate of mitigation requirements and the final mitigation
plan would be determined in the final design.
Approximately 24,300 square feet of wetland and stream buffer will be permanently
impacted as a result of the proposed roadway improvements. Based on Snohomish
County Critical Area Regulations (Chapter 30.62A SCC), the recommended mitigation
ratio for buffer enhancement is 4:1 based on the type of vegetation impacted.
Approximately 97,200 square feet of buffer would need to be enhanced. This is a
general estimate of mitigation requirements and the final mitigation plan would be
determined once a mitigation site has been identified and the proposed roadway
improvement design is finalized.
The project would comply with Snohomish County Drainage Regulations (Chapter
30.63A SCC) that regulate storm water runoff from all new development and
redevelopment. Flow control and quality treatment would be provided by storm water
ponds for the pollution‐generating impervious areas that are equivalent in size to the
areas of new impervious surfaces. Best management practices would be used
throughout construction, including working during low flow or no flow conditions (July‐
September) and placing protective covering over exposed soil areas.
4. Plants
a. Check all types of vegetation below found on or in close proximity to the site:
 deciduous tree: big leaf maple, red alder, western red cedar, black cottonwood, willow
 evergreen tree: cedar, Douglas fir, western hemlock
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 shrubs: salmonberry, spirea, blackberry
 grass: reed canary grass, landscaping grass
☐ pasture
☐ crop or grain
☐ orchards, vineyards, or other permanent crops
☐ wet soil plants: cattail, buttercup, bulrush, skunk cabbage, other
☐ water plants: water lily, eelgrass, milfoil, other
 other types of vegetation present: landscaped residential yards
b. What kind and amount of vegetation will be removed or altered?
Clearing and grading associated with construction of the two way left (center) turn lane,
bike lanes, and sidewalks would occur within the project limits. Removal of existing
grass, shrubs and trees would be needed to accommodate the proposed improvements.
Specific vegetation to be cleared includes some of the species listed above in 4a. Exact
vegetation types to be removed will be determined in the final design.
c. List threatened and endangered plant species known to be on or near the site.
None are known to be on or adjacent to the project site. If such plant species are found,
all project work would comply with the requirements of the Endangered Species Act and
other applicable regulations.
d. List all noxious weeds and invasive species known to be on or near the site.
Reed canary grass and blackberry are near the site.
e. Proposed landscaping, use of native plants, or other measures to preserve or enhance
vegetation of the site, if any:
Loss of, and disturbance to, vegetation would be minimized to the extent practicable.
Clearing limits would be identified in project plans and highly visible fencing would mark
the clearing limits during construction. Grass would vegetate the planter strips.
5. Animals
a. List any birds and other animals which have been observed on or near the site or are known to
be on or near the site. (i.e. birds: hawks, heron, eagle, songbirds, owls, ducks, woodpeckers;
mammals: deer, bear, elk, beaver, opossum, raccoon, coyote, small rodents; fish: bass, salmon,
trout, herring, shellfish, other):
birds: hawks, songbirds, ducks, woodpeckers, swallows, hummingbirds, kingfishers
mammals: opossum, raccoon, coyote, bats, small rodents
fish: kokanee, lamprey, sculpin, and other fish species common to tributary streams in
Snohomish County
other: garter snake, amphibians, and other wildlife typical of Snohomish County
b. List any threatened and endangered wildlife species known to be on or near the site.
No threatened or endangered wildlife species are known to be on or near the site.
c. Is the site part of a migration route? If so, please explain.
Yes. The site is within the Pacific Flyway. Migratory waterfowl can be observed in the
greater project vicinity.
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d. List any invasive animal species known to be on or near the site.
No invasive animal species are known to be on or near the site.
e. Proposed measures to preserve or enhance wildlife, if any:
Project construction would occur primarily during the summer months when rainfall is
minimal. This would minimize erosion and prevent sedimentation of surface waters.
Bare soil areas would be revegetated and planted after site grades have been
established.

6. Energy and Natural Resources
a. What kinds of energy (electric, natural gas, oil, wood stove, solar) will be used to meet the
completed project’s energy needs? Please describe whether it will be used for heating,
manufacturing, etc.
No changes in energy use would result from the completed proposal. No energy is
needed to meet the completed project’s needs. However, during construction minor
amounts of fuel would be used by construction equipment during site grading and
paving activity.
b. Would your project affect the potential use of solar energy by adjacent properties? If so, please
generally describe.
The project would not affect the potential use of solar energy by adjacent properties.
c. What kinds of energy conservation features are included in the plans of this proposal? List other
proposed measures to reduce or control energy impacts, if any:
No energy conservation features are included in this proposal.
7. Environmental Health
a. Are there any environmental health hazards, including exposure to toxic chemicals, risk of fire
and explosion, spill, or hazardous waste that could occur as a result of this proposal? If so,
please describe.
1. Describe any known or possible contamination at the site from present or past uses.
No potentially hazardous materials have been identified at or in proximity to the project
site. Fuel spills and other construction equipment fluids could potentially occur during
construction.
2. Describe existing hazardous chemicals/conditions that might affect project development
and design. This includes underground hazardous liquid and gas transmission pipelines
located within the project area and in the vicinity.
Olympic Pipeline transmission pipeline is located within the project area. Any
relocations of this utility would be coordinated and planned in advance of project
construction.
3. Describe any toxic or hazardous chemicals that might be stored, used, or produced
during the project’s development or construction, or any time during the operating life
of the project.
No toxic or hazardous chemicals will be stored or used.
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4. Describe special emergency services that might be required.
Emergency response vehicles may be required in the event of a construction accident.
The completed project would not require any additional emergency services.
5. Proposed measures to reduce or control environmental health hazards, if any:
Spill control and clean‐up material would be staged onsite. The crew leader or other
designated person would have a spill control plan and be trained in spill prevention and
clean up. All equipment would be well maintained and in good repair to prevent the loss
of any petroleum products. Refueling and vehicle maintenance would generally occur
off‐site.
b. Noise:
1. What types of noise exist in the area which may affect your project (i.e., traffic,
equipment, operation, aircraft, other)?
No noise in the area would affect the proposed roadway improvements. Typical noise
associated with the roadway is expected. There will be no change in the types and levels
of noise as a result of constructing the center turn lane, bike lanes, and sidewalks on
35th Avenue SE.
2. What types and levels of noise would be created by or associated with the project on a
short‐term or long‐term basis (i.e., traffic, construction, operation, other)? Indicate what
hours noise would come from the site.
During construction (short‐term) there would be increased noise levels generated by
heavy equipment. These noise levels are likely to exceed existing background noise
levels associated with surrounding residential properties.
3. Proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts, if any:
No additional measures to reduce or control noise impacts are proposed.
8. Land and Shoreline Use
a. What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties? Will the proposal affect current land
use on nearby or adjacent properties? If so, please describe.
The current use of the site is a county road. Residential and utility easements are
located on adjacent properties. Land use in the area is predominantly residential with an
elementary and middle school.
b. Has the site been used as working farmlands or working forestlands? If so, please describe. How
much agriculture or forestland of long‐term commercial significance will be converted to other
uses as a result of the proposal, if any? If resource lands have not been designated, how many
acres in farmland or forestland tax status will be converted to non‐farm or non‐forest use?
No, the site has not been used as working farmlands or forestlands.
1. Will the proposal affect or be affected by surrounding working farmland or forestland’s
normal business operations, such as oversize equipment access, the application of
pesticides, tilling, and harvesting? If so, how:
The proposal would not affect or be affected by working farmlands or forestlands.
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c. Describe any structures on the site.
There are no structures.
d. Will any structures be demolished? If so, what?
No structures would be demolished.
e. What is the current zoning classification of the site?
The current zoning within the project site includes Low Density Multi‐family Residential
(LDMR) and single family residential (9,600 and 7,200).
f.

What is the current comprehensive plan designation of the site?
The current comprehensive plan designation within the project site is Urban Medium
Density Residential (UMDR).

g. If applicable, what is the current shoreline master program designation of the site?
There are no designated shoreline environments within the project area.
h. Has any part of the site been classified critical area by the city or county? If so, please specify.
Snohomish County designates streams, wetlands, geologically hazardous areas (erosion,
landslide, volcanic, seismic and mine hazard areas), and fish and wildlife habitat
conservation areas as critical areas. There are two streams and nine wetlands within the
project area (Figure 3) as described in Section 3.
i.

Approximately how many people would reside or work in the completed project?
None

j.

Approximately how many people would the completed project displace?
It is anticipated that the project would not displace residents. The project would require
right‐of‐way acquisition to accommodate the proposed improvements. The project may
also potentially require temporary construction easements to construct project
improvements.

k. Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts to nearby agricultural and forestlands of long‐
term commercial significance, if any:
During construction of the proposed improvements, single lane closures may be
needed. The movement of agricultural or forest products on this roadway along with all
other users of this roadway would be temporarily delayed. Full road closures are not
proposed.
l.

Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatible with existing projected land uses and
plans, if any:
This project is consistent with the Snohomish County Growth Management Act
Comprehensive Plan – 2007 Transportation Element. It is identified in the Snohomish
County Transportation Improvement Program for 2018‐2023 as a corridor improvement
as D.62.

m. Proposed measures to avoid or reduce displacement, if any:
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The existing right‐of‐way width varies along 156th Street SE. The proposed right‐of‐way
would range from 60 to 80 feet wide. Linear strips of property, adjacent to the
roadway, would be needed for the travel lanes, bike lanes, shoulders and sidewalks, and
portions of parcels would also be needed for storm water treatment facilities.
Preliminary estimates indicate that right‐of‐way acquisition would potentially affect
approximately 20 parcels. Approximately 160,000 square feet would need to be
acquired to construct the proposed improvements and drainage improvements,
including storm water treatment facilities.
If acquisition or displacement becomes necessary, a complete and detailed set of
relocation and right‐of‐way plans would be developed. Chapter 8.25 and 8.26 of the
Revised Code of Washington would govern right‐of‐way acquisition proceedings. These
laws ensure fair and equitable treatment of those displaced. In addition, right‐of‐way
purchases would be in accordance with Civil Rights Act Title VI legislation and the
federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970
as amended (42 U.S.C.). These laws would provide payment for reasonable and
necessary costs to relocate persons displaced by the project and ensure prompt and fair
relocation payments and requires agency review of aggrieved parties. Acquisition
proceedings include appraisal, determination of just compensation, presentation of an
offer and compensating the individual. Acquisition proceedings within the project
vicinity would not be initiated until the environmental review process has been
completed.
9. Housing
a. Approximately how many units would be provided, if any? Indicate whether high, middle, or
low‐income housing.
None
b. Approximately how many units, if any, would be eliminated? Indicate whether high, middle, or
low‐income housing.
None
c. Proposed measures to reduce or control housing impacts, if any:
Not applicable
10. Aesthetics
a. What is the tallest height of any proposed structure(s), not including antennas; what is the
principal exterior building material(s) proposed?
Several walls would be constructed along the project corridor, both structural and non‐
structural walls are planned. Non‐structural walls would be either structural earth or
gravity block walls, less than 6 feet high in cut sections and less than 4 feet high in fill
sections. Any cut walls over 6 feet in height or fill walls over 4 feet in height would be
structurally designed. The proposed roadway improvements include retaining walls with
a maximum height of approximately 5 feet.
b. What view in the immediate vicinity would be altered or obstructed?
The proposed roadway improvements would not alter or obstruct views.
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c. Proposed measures to reduce or control aesthetic impacts, if any:
The project would consider measures to reduce aesthetic impacts and would be limited
to those that can be implemented within the proposed right of way. Clearing of existing
vegetation within the proposed right‐of‐way would be limited to that needed for
construction.
11. Light and Glare
a. What type of light or glare will the proposal produce? What time of day would it mainly occur?
The new bike lanes, shoulders and sidewalks would not produce light or glare.
b. Could light or glare from the finished project be a safety hazard or interfere with views?
The proposed improvements would not pose a safety hazard or interfere with views.
c. What existing off‐site sources of light or glare may affect your proposal?
Existing off‐site sources of light or glare would not affect the proposal.
d. Proposed measures to reduce or control light and glare impacts, if any?
No measures are necessary.
12. Recreation
a. What designated and informal recreational opportunities are in the immediate vicinity?
There are small playgrounds that have been constructed in the residential
developments in the project area. Forest View Elementary, Gateway Middle School and
North Creek High School are located in the vicinity. Other recreational opportunities in
the vicinity include: McCollum Park, which is located on 128th Street SW, Willis Tucker
Community Park is located on Puget Park Drive, Mill Creek Nature Reserve is located on
Mill Creek Boulevard, and North Creek Park is located on 183rd Street SE.
b. Would the proposed project displace any existing recreation uses? If so, please describe.
No existing recreational uses would be displaced.
c. Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts on recreating, including recreation
opportunities to be provided by the project or applicant, if any:
No measures are proposed.
13. Historic and Cultural Preservation
a. Are there any buildings, structures, or sites located on or near the site that are over 45 years old
listed in or eligible for listing in national, site, or local preservation registers located on or near
the site? If so, please general describe.
This site was screened by Public Works for proximity to known archaeological and
cultural sites. There are no known recorded sites located where potential ground
disturbance activities are anticipated.
b. Are there any landmarks, features or other evidence of Tribal or historic use or occupation? This
may include human burials or old cemeteries. Are there any material evidence, artifacts, or
areas of cultural importance on or near the site? Please list any professional studies conducted
at the site to identify such resources.
None have been identified at this time.
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c. Describe methods used to assess the potential impacts to cultural and historic resources on or
near the project site. Examples include consultation with Tribes and the Department of
Archeology and Historic Preservation, archaeological surveys, historic maps, GIS data, etc.
A preliminary cultural resources screening was conducted using archaeological site GIS
data provided by the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation (DAHP) to Snohomish County as part of a data sharing agreement. No
recorded sites were found as part of this preliminary screening.
An archeological survey may be conducted as part of the project’s Section 106 National
Historic Preservation Act requirements if it is determined necessary to identify whether
any resources, otherwise unknown to be in the project area at the present time, could
be potentially affected by the project. While the project’s land disturbance would occur
primarily in roadway embankment fill and in areas that have been otherwise extensively
disturbed, a cultural resources investigation may be conducted by an archaeologist at
the project site within a defined Area of Potential Effects (APE) to determine the
project’s potential effects to below ground historic resources if determined necessary.
Section 106 consultation with area tribes and DAHP would occur prior to project
approval.
d. Proposed measures to avoid, minimize, or compensate for loss, changes to, and disturbance to
resources. Please include plans for the above and any permits that may be required:
Although no known archaeological sites are in close proximity to the project, there is
still a possibility that cultural resources could be present. If, during construction, cultural
resources are found, a systematic collection of artifacts would be made before
proceeding with the work and the Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
would be contacted. If artifacts are uncovered within the project area, work in that area
would be stopped and a professional archaeologist would be brought in to examine
them. During construction the contractor would monitor the site for potential cultural
materials. If artifacts or human remains are uncovered within the project area, work
would stop until a qualified archeologist can make an assessment.
14. Transportation
a. Identify public streets and highways serving the site, or affected geographic area, and describe
proposed access to the existing street system. Show on site plans, if any.
156th Street SE is accessed from SR 96 in the north, SR 527 from the west, Hwy 9 from
the east, and SR 524 from the south.
b. Is the site or affected geographic area currently served by public transit? If so, please generally
describe. If not, what is the approximate distance to the nearest transit stop?
Community Transit Route 116 and 412 serves the Silver Firs community.
c. How many additional parking spaces would the completed project or non‐project proposal
have? How many would the project proposal eliminate?
No new parking spaces are proposed.
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d. Will the proposal require any new – or improvements to existing – roads, streets, pedestrian,
bicycle, or state transportation facilities, not including driveways? If so, please generally
describe (indicate private or public).
The proposed project would improve 156th Street SE by constructing bike lanes,
shoulders and sidewalks where there are currently gaps.
e. Will the project or proposal use (or occur in the immediate of) water, rail, or air transportation?
If so, please generally describe.
No
f.

How many vehicular trips per day would be generated by the completed project or proposal? If
known, indicate when peak volumes would occur and what percentage of the volume would be
trucks (such as commercial or non‐passenger vehicles). What data or transportation models
were used to make these estimates?
No additional traffic would be generated by the completed project.

g. Will the proposal interfere with, affect, or be affected by the movement of agricultural and
forest products on roads or streets in the area? If so, please generally describe.
During construction of the proposed improvements, single lane closures may be
needed. The movement of agricultural or forest products on this roadway along with all
other users of this roadway would be temporarily delayed. Full road closures are not
proposed.
h. Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation impacts, if any:
During construction of the proposed improvements, traffic control would be needed. A
detailed traffic control plan would be developed.
15. Public Services
a. Would the project result in an increased need for public services (i.e., fire protection, police
protection, public transit, health care, schools, other)? If so, please generally describe.
No additional or increased need for public services would result from this project.
b. Proposed measures to reduce or control direct impacts on public services, if any.
Traffic control during construction would be planned, sequenced, and administered to
allow continuation of basic services during construction activities in the public right‐of‐
way. The existing roadways in the project area would remain open to traffic during
construction, although traffic may potentially be subject to one‐lane closures during
active construction to avoid conflicts with construction that could pose a safety hazard.
There could be potential short‐term closures of existing roadways with well‐defined
detour routes used as needed during roadway closures.
16. Utilities
a. Check all utilities currently available at the site:
 Electricity
 Natural Gas
 Water
 Refuse Service
 Telephone
Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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 Sanitary Sewer
 Septic System
 Other (please describe) Cable
b. Describe the utilities that are proposed for the project, the utility providing the service, and the
general construction activities on the site of in the immediate vicinity which might be needed.
The project proposes no new utilities. Several aerial and underground utilities have
been identified in the project area. Detailed information would be requested from each
utility as the design is finalized. The design would be coordinated to minimize
construction related service disruptions and utility relocations.
Seattle City Light and PUD power and light poles along the roadway would need to be
relocated behind the new sidewalk. There are currently underground and aerial
telephone, cable, power and gas lines running along 156 th Street SE. The proposed
improvements would be constructed around the active utilities. New storm water
facilities may require relocation of the utilities around specific catch basins, manholes,
or pipe crossings.

C. SIGNATURE

The above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge. I understand that the lead
agency is relying on them to make its decision.
Signature:

___________________________________________

Printed name and Digital Signature
Position and Agency/Organization:
Date Submitted:

___________________________________________
Snohomish County Public Works TES/ENVS
February 23, 2018

Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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Figure 1. Project Vicinity

Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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Urban Section with Sidewalks

Rural Section with Shoulder

Figure 2. Typical Sections

Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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Figure 3. Streams and Wetlands
Snohomish County Public Works SEPA Checklist
156th Street SE Corridor Improvement
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MOTION 21-147 SETTING THE FINAL DOCKET (XXI)
Docket COMMENTS SNOCO COUNCIL 1.18.22 WITH NOTES iii 11.1.2021 (Repaired).pdf
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January 19, 2022

RE: Docket XXI

I request that all three proposals affecting the area east of Sunset Road, Southwest 13, 14 and 15, be
not advanced for further consideration.

My reasons are as follows…
1. The infrastructure does not exist to support further development:
A. Local road infrastructure currently has, per Snohomish County, an F grade for Level of Service,
failing county standards. In order to travel west from the properties affected in these proposals,
there is no alternative but to use or cross 35th Ave SE which is already over capacity, and cannot
be expanded.
B. South County schools are over capacity. Tambark Creek Elementary, our newest elementary in
the Everett School District, opened in 2019 and was immediately over capacity. There are
enough seats overall for the children in the Everett School District, but the concentration of
population in the South County means there is not enough room for the children where they
are.
C. In the Silver Firs area, permits are already in the pipeline to bring thousands more people to this
area that has failing roads and overflowing schools.
D. The land area in all three proposals is on wells and septic systems. Public facilities are not
currently available to support increased development.

2. Critical environmental habitat would be affected:
A. Little Bear Creek, a stream supporting salmon and trout, has relatively undeveloped
surroundings, and the county has determined it deserves a high level of protection. Other urban
creeks, like Swamp Creek, have already been lost. Two of these proposals would directly impact
the Little Bear Creek watershed and therefore its water quality.
B. In Snohomish County, land is currently allowed to be razed for new development. The
landscaping that is done after new homes are built does not re-create the environment that
was. Large firs, such as those that are on Strumme Road and the surrounding area absorb
carbon dioxide and once gone, even if replanted, would take decades to replace. Everett School
District already owns the property just south of Strumme Road, with the next elementary school
slated to be built there, so there will already be a large swath of land that will be altered.
C. On Strumme Road, we have Pileated Woodpeckers eating breakfast on the fir trees, red-tailed
hawk nests in the back yards, owls in the barns and trees, and coyotes, bobcats and bears that
roam our yards and bordering forests, and this just four miles from Mill Creek. Habitat that is

destroyed puts additional pressure on what remains, as well as reducing habitat diversity. Each
part of our ecosystem that is changed affects the entire chain, ultimately affecting human
health.

3. Diversity in zoning is important and rural zoning benefits the community:
A. Rural zoning provides room for farming. For example, I have purchased or been given fresh eggs
from multiple property owners over the many years I’ve lived here. All those property owners
were in R5 zoning areas.
B. Rural zoning provides space for unique businesses. We have a horse boarding business on
Strumme Road. How many of these horse owners would not have the opportunity to own a
horse if they had to travel that much farther?
C. Rural zoning gives children opportunities to climb trees, run, play hide and seek, or have
birthday parties without having to rent a facility.
D. Jobs are concentrated in urban areas, but not everyone wants to live in the city. Community
planning and development must take place, but all types of housing are valuable and serve a
purpose. Opportunities should exist to have a yard without a multiple hours-long commute to
job centers. This area is now at the front lines of those opportunities, the last of the available
properties with a rural feel, and once it’s gone, it won’t come back.

As for the Southwest 14 docket, the Everett School District has already purchased a portion of the land
area in the proposal and I understand is interested in purchasing the rest. I believe the docket proposal
is influenced by the potential property value increase should the zoning designation change, not in
what’s best for the community.

With the many changes in this area over the years, Strumme Road in particular is now a treasure to
protect – i.e. single family homes with a yard and no through traffic. I call it my “oasis.” I hope that it
can continue to be an oasis for future families. I urge you to not promote Southwest numbers 13, 14 or
15 for further processing.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Lopeman
jjlopeman@gmail.com

** It's frustrating to me that property owners who are directly impacted by these proposals are not
directly notified. I understand there are many information sources today which means that it is difficult
to notify the community. That is why the only way to ensure that individuals are made aware of a
potential change such as this that will directly affect their property values and their land use, is by a
mailing to their address via the U.S. postal system. County processes such as this deserve the extra time
and costs that go into notifying citizens by U.S. mail.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jennifer Lopeman <jjlopeman@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 1:44 PM
Contact Council
Comment for public hearing January 19
01-18-2022 Docket XXI Public Hearing - Submission.docx

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Hello,
My comment is attached for the 10:30 am public hearing tomorrow, January 19. I would also like to speak during the
meeting. If there is a sign‐up for this process, please let me know.
Thank you,
Jennifer Lopeman
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January 17, 2022

Dear Council Chair Wright and Members of the County Council,

As part of the County Comprehensive Plan Docket XXI, the Town of Woodway submitted an
application to amend the Growth Management Comprehensive Plan map and development
regulations in October 2019. Our submittal requested two modifications to the Southwest Urban
Growth Area map affecting Woodway:
1. To correct a mapping error to ensure that the SWUGA matches the Town’s corporate
limits, and
2. To correct an inconsistency with the Town’s municipal boundary, the SWUGA, the Town’s
MUGA, and the County’s corporate boundary. The existing SWUGA boundary mistakenly
excludes the pier at Point Wells. The pier will be a major feature in any future development at
Point Wells and will need access to urban services. Most importantly and upon a future
annexation, we do not believe the County intended to have the Town administer land uses
on the upland and the County administer uses on the pier. Such an arrangement will only
result in confusion and jurisdictional complications.
We are in receipt Docket XXI Review and Evaluation report submitted by PDS dated March 31,
2021 and have carefully examined the County’s evaluation criteria with the Town’s proposal. As such,
the Town proposes to modify our request related to (2.) above. Specifically, we propose to only
extend the SWUGA to include the pier, matching the Town’s MUGA, and not extend the SWUGA
boundary to the County’s corporate limits in the middle of Puget Sound.
The rationale underlying our modified proposal is that the pier is the primary feature that can
accommodate some form of future development at Point Wells and it is imperative to avoid
confusion, complications and potential litigation by public or private interests to resolve jurisdictional
boundaries. The jurisdictional issue can be resolved now by correcting a simple mapping error.
Utilizing the County’s evaluation criteria set forth in SCC 30.74.030 (1), we submit the following to
demonstrate consistency of the Town’s modified proposal with the County evaluation criteria.
GMA
Related to GMA, RCW 36.70A.110 (1) states that, in addition to including cities in UGAs, An

urban growth area may include territory that is located outside of a city only if such territory

already is characterized by urban growth whether or not the urban growth area includes a
city, or is adjacent to territory already characterized by urban growth. We submit that the pier
is a major infrastructure feature that in its current form is “characterized by urban growth”
since it can accommodate water-related urban level uses such as public access and waterrelated recreation and is directly adjacent to Point Wells that is “already characterized by urban
growth”.
Utilizing WAC 365.196.310 (4) (c) (vi) related to critical areas, the rule states that, counties

and cities should avoid expanding the urban growth areas into areas with known critical areas
extending over a large area. The major factor in this directive is to avoid extending UGAs
“over a large area”. The Town’s modified proposal is to only extend the SWUGA to
encompass the pier and match our existing MUGA boundary and not extend the SWUGA to
the County’s corporate limits in the middle of Puget Sound. Protection of critical areas is of
extreme importance to the Town and our Shoreline Master Program includes policies and
regulations related to the shoreline and its designated uses.
MPPs
In reviewing the PDS analysis of the consistency with the Regional Growth Strategy policies of
Vision 2050, we believe that RGS-4 is not applicable to our modified proposal. Specifically,
expanding the SWUGA boundary to ONLY include the pier negates the argument that the
SWUGA boundary extends over a large area in the County’s aquatic SMP designation that is
not planned to accommodate population and employment growth. Further, by including only
the pier in the boundary, it is highly unlikely that the pier will affect any population or
employment capacity.
CPPs
Similar to our response to the MPP policy above, by modifying our proposal to ONLY include
the pier, we find that the proposal is consistent with the applicable sub-policies in DP-1.
Namely, that expanding the SWUGA to only include the pier:
•
•
•
•
•

Can be supported by urban level services,
Has identifiable physical boundaries,
Does not include designated agricultural or forest lands,
Has been evaluated for the presence of critical areas and most importantly,
Should consider the vision of each jurisdiction regarding the future of their
community over the next 20 years.

The Town contends that the reason the pier was not included in the original designation of
the SWUGA is that it is a simple mapping error. When the first SWUGA boundary line was
drawn in the early 1990’s, the county used the best information available at the time which
was the County Assessor maps. The western boundary of the assessor maps included
property lines that extend into Puget Sound and include what is now designated as aquatic on
current Shoreline Master Programs. GIS, LIDAR photography and detailed shoreline mapping
that is available today simply did not exist in the early 1990s. As a result, errors occurred. In
the case of Point Wells, the westernmost property line includes part of the ramparts that
support the pier but not the pier itself. (Please figure 1.)
Countywide Policy DP-2. E. 5 specifically states, “The expansion (of the SWUGA boundary)
will correct a demonstrated mapping error. Given that the pier was mistakenly left out of the
original SWUGA boundary, we contend that this is a mapping error that should be corrected
now.
Recommendation
We concur with the findings and recommendation of PDS related to proposal number 1.
Further, we submit that with the modification of proposal number 2 to include ONLY the
pier, and exclude the expansion to the County corporate limits in the middle of Puget Sound,
is consistent with the applicable evaluation criteria. The Town therefore recommends that the
SWUGA be only extended to include the pier as illustrated in figure 2 which depicts the area
of the lease around the pier that was initially granted in 2003 by DNR to Chevron USA Inc.
The lease expired in 2019.
Thank you for your consideration of our proposal.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Quinn, Mayor

CC: Eric Faison and Town Council members
Attachments:

Figure 1 Snohomish County Assessor Map
Figure 2 Department of Natural Resources lease area for the pier at Point
Well
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All maps, data, and information set forth herein (“Data”), are for illustrative purposes only and are
not to be considered an official citation to, or representation of, the Snohomish County Code.
Amendments and updates to the Data, together with other applicable County Code provisions,
may apply which are not depicted herein. Snohomish County makes no representation or
warranty concerning the content, accuracy, currency, completeness or quality of the Data
contained herein and expressly disclaims any warranty of merchantability or fitness for any
particular purpose. All persons accessing or otherwise using this Data assume all responsibility for
use thereof and agree to hold Snohomish County harmless from and against any damages, loss,
claim or liability arising out of any error, defect or omission contained within said Data.
Washington State Law, Ch. 42.56 RCW, prohibits state and local agencies from providing access
to lists of individuals intended for use for commercial purposes and, thus, no commercial use may
be made of any Data comprising lists of individuals contained herein.
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To:
Subject:
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Kim Sullivan <kim@townofwoodway.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 2:34 PM
Contact Council; Martin, James; Skorney, Steve; Countryman, Ryan
Resend of SnoCo SWUGA amendment
SnoCo SWUGA amendment.pdf; Assessor Map point wells - pier.pdf; AFN 200205065001 Survey of
Lease Area for Point Wells Pier.pdf
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Resending the all the documents do to the misnaming of attachment.
Thanks,
Kim Sullivan, CPT
Deputy Clerk‐Treasurer/Permit Techician
Town of Woodway
206‐542‐4443
https://www.townofwoodway.com
Town hall is open Monday – Thursday 9am – 1pm. The permit counter conducts business on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays only (9am‐1pm). Visit our website for more information.
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Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201

RE: MON2 DAVIS-JOHNSON 20-1168895 DA
Dear Council Members:
We are sure the entire Council can agree that we are experience a HOUSING CRISIS caused by a
tremendous lack of supply. Now is the time for the Council to all expansion of the Urban Growth Areas
to increase the availability of large acreage parcels for development. The recent recession of 2007-2009
crippled development activity from 2007 - 2018, with housing construction starting to increase in 2019.
It is important for the Council to take note of the fact that much of the BLR reporting data is based on an
April 1, 2019 data point that is not reflective of the development that has occurred from 2019 to date. It
also doesn’t reflect the supply-based housing crisis that we are in today.
This updated 2021 Steering
Committee chart says that
42% of the 2011 – 2035
population growth would be
anticipated if linear growth
is assumed. 12 out of 22
locals have exceed that
growth by mid-2021, yet we
are still in a housing
shortage crisis.

7-28-21 Steering Committee Report

Acting now to expand UGA’s won’t take effect until 2024, and subsequent development of those
properties will take additional years to accomplish. If you choose to accept PDS’s recommendations as
written and delay action, this housing shortage will likely continue for another decade or longer when
you consider that the GMA limits expansions of the UGA to a major docket cycle that occurs only 1 time
every 8 years.
On Jan 14, 2022, Denny Heck, Washington’s Lieutenant Governor made a presentation to the Housing,
Human Services & Veterans Committee. His bottom line… “We need to build more housing units of ALL
kinds for ALL our neighbors.” This presentation can be viewed at TVW.org (Jan 14, 2022 at 10:00 am –
House Human Services & Veterans Committee)

Regarding our docket proposal: MON2 DAVIS-JOHNSON 20-1168895 DA
We believe that there were errors in PDS’s evaluation of our docket proposal, which we have noted in
red on the following pages.
Bottom line, the MON2 site has the following characteristics that make it a reasonable and attractive
addition to the City of Monroe UGA.
1. This property no longer has “Rural Character”
2. The surrounding development is urban in scale. This site has become a 22 acre “island” of R-5
zoned lots in the middle of 4500 sf lots to the south and east (all Mainvue homes in the City of
Monroe), ½ acre to .75 acre lots to the west (El Bellow Paseo) and 1.19 to 1.28 acre parcels to
the north (off 130th Pl SE) .
3. This site is directly served by roads in the City of Monroe: Chain Lake Road and 197th Ave SE.
1/2 of 197th is in the City, ½ is an easement over the subject property (which creates a split
jurisdiction over this road). It is not necessary to drive on county roads to access this site from
the city center.
4. Sewer is currently serving developments to the immediate south and east of this site. If this
property is included in the UGA, it would become eligible for sewer service.
5. City water serves this site at Chain Lake Road with a high-capacity line.
6. Natural gas is available in 197th Ave SE
7. There is a utility easement bisecting the property that creates an opportunity to enhance the
North Hill neighborhood of Monroe by incorporating a walking trail within the utility corridor
that runs east/west through the subject property from 197th Ave SE to 191st Ave SE. We
believe this would be a great way to connect Monroe’s Chain Lake Trail extension project to the
North Hill Park on 191st (recently purchased by the city).

For all these reasons, we strongly encourage the County Council to ACT NOW to do all they can to
increase housing supply by approving this application. Infill development (with ADU’s, duplex, triplex
and fourplex units, condos and apartment buildings) on the remaining smaller lots in the city core will
help. BUT we need to build homes for ALL market segments to meaningfully increase the housing
supply and bring the market back into balance and improve affordability for all. Increasing the
availability of affordable, large acreage sites through UGA expansions will allow larger builders access to
developable sites. Time is not on our side here… please act now.
We would like to extend an invitation for you to walk this site with us so you can see in person what
can’t be seen on paper. Thank you for considering our proposal.
Sincerely,
Lonnie Davis 425-314-2545
Susan Davis 425-344-1029

encl. RESPONSE 2021-0067-Hearing-Packet - Davis Comments
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Sent:
To:
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Attachments:

Susan Davis <realestatesue@comcast.net>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 2:43 PM
Contact Council
Public Hearing Comments 21-147 scheduled for Jan 19, 2022
Davis-Johnson Public Hearing Comments 21-147 on 1-19-2022.pdf
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Good afternoon,
Attached please find our comments for tomorrow's Public Hearing setting the Final Docket XXI.
Thank you!
Susan Davis 425-344-1029
Lonnie Davis 425-314-2545
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To:
Subject:

Cindy Ferraro <CindyFerraro@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 3:10 PM
Contact Council; Eco, Debbie
opposition to amendments
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Dear County Council Members:
I am a resident and property owner in unincorporated Snohomish County. My property and I will be adversely
impacted by the Lake Stevens urban growth area expansions including (LS1) ‐‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS2) ‐
‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS3) ‐‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS4) ‐‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS5) – Gustafson, and (LS6) –
McLaren.
I agree with the Planning and Development Services (DPS) recommendation that all of these amendments
should not be processed further. PDS is correct that the six urban growth area (UGA) amendments:





Are inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and the Snohomish
County Countywide Planning Policies.
Will contribute to over capacity conditions on SR 9, SR 92, SR 204 and the US 2 Trestle. The two‐lane rural
roads that serve these areas were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be generated by these
UGA expansions. The needed transportation facilities are not available, planned, or funded. The expansions will
just increase traffic congestion.
Only 32.4% of additional UGA population capacity and 29.5% of additional employment capacity has been used
since 2015 and population and employment growth have not reached the Countywide Planning Policy 50%
thresholds. These amendments are not needed.

For these and other reasons the amendments should not be further processed or approved.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Cindy Ferraro, email: Cindyferraro@hotmail.com
Sent from Mail for Windows
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Mietzner <mikem@mietznergroup.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 3:54 PM
Contact Council
DOCKET XXI - SW12 (MIKE MIETZNER)
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Hello Snohomish County Council Members,
Please consider this e‐mail as written testimony in favor of Docket XXI – SW12 (Mike Mietzner), specifically to amend
SCC 30.23.040(14) to increase area eligible for higher density MFR development from 800’ to 2000’ east of SR99 ROW.
This amendment would make the east side of SR99 ROW consistent with the west side of SR99 ROW so both sides of
SR99 would be at 2000 feet.
Furthermore, the Snohomish County Drainage Code has adopted the DOE requirements of strict storm water retention
requirements that a developer must go through to mitigate surface runoff impacts of new multi‐family development in
the Swamp Creek drainage basin.
Thank you for your time,

Mike Mietzner
11611 Airport Road, Suite B‐1
Everett, WA 98204
Phone 425‐212‐2490, Ext. 304
Fax: 425‐212‐2243
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816 Second Ave, Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98104
p. (206) 343-0681
futurewise.org

January 18, 2022
The Honorable Megan Dunn, Council Chair
Snohomish County Council
Robert J. Drewel Building, Eighth floor
3000 Rockefeller Ave., M/S 609
Everett, WA 98201
Dear Council Chair Dunn and Council Members Nehring, Wright, Mead, and Low:
Subject: Comments on the public hearing for Motion 21-147 Approving the Final List
of Amendments to the GMA Comprehensive Plan (GMACP) and GMA
Development Regulations For Docket XXI.
Send via email to: contact.council@snoco.org; Debbie.Eco@snoco.org;
steve.skorney@snoco.org;
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Motion 21-147. Overall, Futurewise supports the
well documented and well-reasoned recommendations from Snohomish County Planning and
Development Services (PDS).
Futurewise works throughout Washington State to support land-use policies that encourage healthy,
equitable and opportunity-rich communities, and that protect our most valuable farmlands, forests,
and water resources. Futurewise has members and supporters throughout Washington State
including Snohomish County.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Town
of Darrington (DR1) any further
Town of Darrington (DR1) would remove 262 acres from the northwestern part of the urban
growth area (UGA) and add 292 acres to the UGA. Futurewise agrees with the Snohomish County
Planning and Development Services (PDS) that Town of Darrington (DR1) should not be
processed further. As PDS documents:
 DR1 is inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies
(CPPs), and the Snohomish County Countywide Planning Policies.
 The DR1 proposal is not a UGA adjustment and would increase the Darrington UGA capacity
by 399 people. Multicounty planning policy (MPP)-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability
and sustainability of the urban growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 1 This expansion
will not contribute to a stable UGA.
 Only 7.6% of the additional Darrington UGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and
has not reached the CPP 50% threshold.
Puget Sound Regional Council, VISION 2050: A Plan for the Central Puget Sound Region p. 43 (Oct. 2020) last accessed on
Jan. 18, 2022, at: https://www.psrc.org/sites/default/files/vision-2050-plan.pdf.
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 Darrington is not a High-Capacity Transit Community and the proposal is not consistent the
Regional Growth Strategy to avoid adding capacity to areas not served by high-capacity transit.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process City of
Lake Stevens (LS1), City of Lake Stevens (LS2), City of Lake Stevens (LS3), City
of Lake Stevens (LS4), Gustafson (LS5), and McLaren (LS6) any further
Futurewise agrees with PDS that the Lake Stevens urban growth area expansions including (LS1) -City of Lake Stevens, (LS2) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS3) -- City of Lake Stevens, (LS4) -- City of
Lake Stevens, (LS5) – Gustafson, and (LS6) – McLaren should not be processed further. PDS is
correct that the six urban growth area (UGA) amendments:
 Are inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and the
Snohomish County Countywide Planning Policies.
 Will contribute to overcapacity conditions on SR 9, SR 92, SR 204 and the US 2 Trestle. The
two-lane rural roads that serve these areas were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that
would be generated by these UGA expansions. The needed transportation facilities are not
available, planned, or funded. The expansions will just increase traffic congestion.
 Only 32.4% of additional UGA population capacity and 29.5% of additional employment
capacity has been used since 2015 and population and employment growth have not reached the
Countywide Planning Policy 50% thresholds. These amendments are not needed.
 Lake Stevens is not a High-Capacity Transit Community and the proposal is not consistent with
the Regional Growth Strategy to avoid adding capacity to areas not served by high-capacity
transit.
 In addition, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban
growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 2 These expansions will not contribute to stable
UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process John
Vangemert (MALT1) any further
John Vangemert (MALT1) would add 11.75 acres to the Maltby UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that John Vangemert (MALT1) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 MALT1 is inconsistent with the Growth Management Act (GMA), the Multicounty Planning
Policies, and the CPPs.
 MALT1 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
2

Puget Sound Regional Council, VISION 2050: A Plan for the Central Puget Sound Region p. 43 (Oct. 2020).
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 MALT1 will contribute to traffic congestion issues particularly on Snohomish-Woodinville Road
which is operating at ultimate capacity due to constraints preventing capacity improvements.
 Expanding the Maltby UGA employment capacity is inconsistent with the Regional Growth
Strategy as this UGA is not identified as a high-capacity transit community.
 The proposal is inconsistent with the Multicounty Planning Policies that direct the county to
first optimize industrial development within existing urban areas.
 Only 0.03% of the additional Maltby UGA employment capacity has been used since 2015 and
has not reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 In addition, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban
growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 3 This expansion will not contribute to a stable
UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Natural
Holdings (MV1) any further
Natural Holdings (MV1) would add 141 acres to the Marysville UGA and repeal GPP Objective LU
6.D and Policy 6.D.1 which the guides the RR-10 comprehensive plan designation. Futurewise
agrees with the PDS that Natural Holdings (MV1) should not be processed further. As PDS
documents:
 MV1 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and CPPs.
 MV1 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 MV1 would further impact forecasted traffic congestion on SR 531 and SR 9. The two rural
county roads serving the site were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be
generated by MV1.
 Only 20.8% of additional Marysville UGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has
not reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 Repealing the objective and policy support for the RR-10 would result in greater pressure to
convert areas designated and zoned RR-10 to higher density rural residential designations and
zoning and encourage rural sprawl. Increasing rural densities is also inconsistent with the
Regional Growth Strategy directive to reduce the county’s rural population growth target.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, “[s]ince 2015, nearly 30% of all groundwater well
development in the Snohomish River watershed has occurred in tributary basins that have been
closed to permitted water withdrawal since the 1950s.” 4 In the two years since the Streamflow
Restoration Act was passed in January of 2018, “an estimated 238 wells have been drilled in the
Snohomish River basin, and 71 (30%) of those wells were drilled in the seven tributaries
Puget Sound Regional Council, VISION 2050: A Plan for the Central Puget Sound Region p. 43 (Oct. 2020).
2020 State of Our Watersheds State of Our Watersheds: A Report by the Treaty Tribes in Western Washington p. 353 last accessed
on Jan. 18, 2022, at: https://nwifc.org/publications/state-of-our-watersheds/.
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watersheds that were previously closed.” 5 “The reduced availability of surface water can have a
negative impact on all stages of the salmonid life cycle.” 6 Repealing the objective and policy
support for the RR-10 will adversely impact instream flows and salmon habitat.
 MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban growth area
consistent with the regional vision.” 7 This UGA expansion will not contribute to a stable UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process
NorthPoint Development (MV2) any further
NorthPoint Development (MV2) would add 182.5 acres to the Marysville UGA and repeal GPP
Objective LU 6.D and Policy 6.D.1 which the guides the RR-10 comprehensive plan designation.
Futurewise agrees with the PDS that NorthPoint Development (MV2) should not be processed
further. As PDS documents:
 MV2 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and CPPs.
 MV2 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 MV2 would further impact forecasted traffic congestion on SR 531 and SR 9. The two rural
county roads serving the site were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be
generated by MV2.
 Only 7.1% of the additional Marysville UGA employment capacity has been used since 2015 and
has not reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 Repealing the objective and policy support for the RR-10 would result in greater pressure to
convert areas designated and zoned RR-10 to higher density rural residential designations and
zoning and encourage rural sprawl. Increasing rural densities is inconsistent with the Regional
Growth Strategy directive to reduce the county’s rural population growth target.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, “[s]ince 2015, nearly 30% of all groundwater well
development in the Snohomish River watershed has occurred in tributary basins that have been
closed to permitted water withdrawal since the 1950s.” 8 In the two years since the Streamflow
Restoration Act was passed in January of 2018, “an estimated 238 wells have been drilled in the
Snohomish River basin, and 71 (30%) of those wells were drilled in the seven tributaries
watersheds that were previously closed.” 9 “The reduced availability of surface water can have a
negative impact on all stages of the salmonid life cycle.” 10 Repealing the objective and policy
support for the RR-10 will adversely impact instream flows and salmon habitat.

Id. p. 360.
Id. p. 40.
7 Puget Sound Regional Council, VISION 2050: A Plan for the Central Puget Sound Region p. 43 (Oct. 2020).
8 2020 State of Our Watersheds State of Our Watersheds: A Report by the Treaty Tribes in Western Washington p. 353.
9 Id. p. 360.
10 Id. p. 40.
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 MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban growth area
consistent with the regional vision.” 11 This UGA expansion will not contribute to a stable UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Van
Dam Farms (RURAL1) any further
Van Dam Farms (RURAL1) would redesignate 78 acres from Rural Residential-10 to Rural
Residential (1DU per 5 acres Basic) and rezone the farmland from A-10 to R-5. It would also repeal
GPP Objective LU 6.D and Policy 6.D.1 which the guides the RR-10 comprehensive plan
designation.
Futurewise agrees with the PDS that Van Dam Farms (RURAL1) should not be processed further.
As PDS documents:
 RURAL 1is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and CPPs.
 RURAL1 would encourage rural sprawl, lessen the protection of rural character, and impact
rural levels of service by allowing greater rural residential density.
 Increasing rural densities is inconsistent with the Regional Growth Strategy directive to reduce
the county’s rural population growth target from 7.9% to 4.5%.
 The intent of the RR-10 plan designation is to maintain the larger parcel pattern to protect
existing farms and require a lower intensity of rural development where critical areas occur in the
Quilceda-Allen drainage basin.
 Maintaining the ten-acre minimum rural lot size promotes rural scale specialty agricultural
operations consistent with the current trend to smaller sized farms in Snohomish County,
according to the 2017 USDA survey.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, “[s]ince 2015, nearly 30% of all groundwater well
development in the Snohomish River watershed has occurred in tributary basins that have been
closed to permitted water withdrawal since the 1950s.” 12 This includes the Quilceda Creek
basin. 13 “The reduced availability of surface water can have a negative impact on all stages of the
salmonid life cycle.” 14 Repealing the objective and policy support for the RR-10 will adversely
impact instream flows and salmon habitat.
 “In rural areas, residential development is supported by local well withdrawals, which can have
significant impacts on flows in small streams. Low flows in Quilceda and Allen creeks have

Puget Sound Regional Council, VISION 2050: A Plan for the Central Puget Sound Region p. 43 (Oct. 2020).
2020 State of Our Watersheds State of Our Watersheds: A Report by the Treaty Tribes in Western Washington p. 353.
13 Id. p. 360.
14 Id. p. 40.
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diminished due to past development ….” 15 This proposal is in the Quilceda-Allen drainage
basin. 16 Increasing densities in this basin will harm salmon habitat.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Wade
Edelbrock (MON1) any further
Wade Edelbrock (MON1) is an 87-acre expansion of the Monroe UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that Wade Edelbrock (MON1) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 MON1 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and CPPs.
 MON1 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 There are no plans to improve county roads surrounding the MON1 site. Brown and Chain
Lake Roads are rural two-lane roads and were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that
would be generated by the MON1 proposal.
 Only 33% of additional Monroe UGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 Monroe is not a High-Capacity Transit Community and the proposal is not consistent with the
Regional Growth Strategy to avoid adding capacity to areas not served by high-capacity transit.
 In addition, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban
growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 17 This expansion will not contribute to a stable
UGA especially when considered with the MON2 UGA expansion.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process DavisJohnson (MON2) any further
Davis-Johnson (MON2) is a 22-acre expansion of the Monroe UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that Davis-Johnson (MON2) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 MON2 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and CPPs.
 MON2 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.

Pentec Environmental, Inc. and NW GIS, Snohomish River Basin Conditions and Issues Report Project No. 293-001 Executive
Summary p. 5 (Dec. 17, 1999) last accessed on Jan. 18, 2022, at:
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/Archive/ViewFile/Item/2098.
16 Docket XXI Comprehensive Plan Amendments Initial Evaluation Slide 42.
17 Puget Sound Regional Council, VISION 2050: A Plan for the Central Puget Sound Region p. 43 (Oct. 2020).
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 There are no plans to improve county roads surrounding the MON2 site. Chain Lake Road is a
rural two-lane road and is not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be generated
by the MON2 proposal.
 Only 33% of additional Monroe UGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 Monroe is not a High-Capacity Transit Community and the proposal is not consistent with the
Regional Growth Strategy to avoid adding capacity to areas not served by high-capacity transit.
 In addition, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban
growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 18 This expansion will not contribute to a stable
UGA especially in combination with the MON1 UGA expansion.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process City of
Stanwood (STAN1) any further
City of Stanwood (STAN1) is an 18-acre expansion of the UGA. Futurewise agrees with the PDS
that City of Stanwood (STAN1) should not be processed further. As PDS documents this UGA
expansion fails to comply with RCW 36.70A.110(8)(C) because the 18 acres is not entirely owned by
the City and will not be entirely used for a public purpose.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process
Charles Austin (SW8) & Village Life (SW16) any further
Charles Austin (SW8) & Village Life (SW16) are 116-acre expansions to the Southwest UGA
(SWUGA). Futurewise agrees with the PDS that Charles Austin (SW8) & Village Life (SW16) should
not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 SW8 and SW16 are inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies and the
CPPs.
 SW8 and SW16 have not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the site as required by the GMA.
 Even with planned road improvements in the area, certain roadways will continue to be
overcapacity including 35th Ave SE and SR 524.
 Adequate road facilities to serve this SWUGA expansion will not be available without additional
state and county funded improvements beyond those already planned.
 The middle subbasin of Little Bear Creek has the highest ranked need of environmental
protection. Development of the proposal site would adversely affect water quality and quantity
in this subbasin and impact downstream salmon habitat.
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 Only 26.7% of additional SWUGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and
sustainability of the urban growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 19 This expansion will
not contribute to a stable UGA especially considering the other UGA expansions proposed to
the Southwest UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process
Norman Crooks (SW9) any further
Norman Crooks (SW9) is a 165-acre expansion to the Southwest UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that Norman Crooks (SW9) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 SW9 are inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies and the CPPs.
 SW9 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 Even with planned road improvements in the area, certain roadways will continue to be
overcapacity including 35th Ave SE and SR 524.
 Adequate road facilities to serve this SWUGA expansion will not be available without additional
state and county funded improvements beyond those already planned.
 The middle subbasin of Little Bear Creek has the highest ranked need of environmental
protection. Development of the proposal site would adversely affect water quality and quantity
in this subbasin and impact downstream salmon habitat.
 Only 26.7% of additional SWUGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and
sustainability of the urban growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 20 This expansion will
not contribute to a stable UGA especially considering the other UGA expansions proposed to
the Southwest UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Todd
McNeal (SW11) any further
Todd McNeal (SW11) is a proposed redesignation within the Southwest UGA of five acres from
Urban Low Density Residential to Urban Medium Density Residential. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that Todd McNeal (SW11) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
19
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 SW11 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies and CPPs.
 SW11 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 Even with planned road improvements in the area, 35th Ave SE will continue to be at
overcapacity.
 SW11 is inconsistent with policies in the MPPs as the proposal would increase demand on the
local transportation system which cannot support an increase in urban residential densities.
 SW11 is inconsistent with policies in the CPPs because the proposal is in an urban area where
road capacity cannot achieve transportation concurrency for future development with the
proposed residential densities.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide to process Mietzner
Land Company (SW12) further
Futurewise agrees with the PDS that Mietzner Land Company (SW12) should be processed further.
This application increases opportunities to use transferable development rights, increase transitoriented development, reduce greenhouse gas pollution, and increase opportunities for affordable
housing.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Gerald
Morrier (SW13) any further
Gerald Morrier (SW13) is a 250-acre expansion to the Southwest UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that Gerald Morrier (SW13) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 SW13 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies and the CPPs.
 SW13 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 Even with planned road improvements in the area, 35th Ave. SE will continue to be at
overcapacity.
 The SW13 proposal has not demonstrated that sewer and water service is available or
programmed to serve the entire SWUGA expansion site.
 The upper subbasin of Little Bear Creek needs a high level of environmental protection due to
the generally intact aquatic habitat.
 Development of the site would adversely affect water quality and quantity in this subbasin and
impact downstream salmon habitat.
 Only 26.7% of additional SWUGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
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 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and
sustainability of the urban growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 21 This expansion will
not contribute to a stable UGA especially considering the other UGA expansions proposed to
the Southwest UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process Janice
Petrie (SW14) any further
Janice Petrie (SW14) is a 10.75-acre expansion to the Southwest UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that Janice Petrie (SW14) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 SW14 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies and the CPPs.
 SW14 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 Even with planned road improvements in the area, 35th Ave. SE will continue to be at
overcapacity.
 The SW14 proposal is inconsistent with the MPPs as it allows residential development at urban
densities outside of the existing SWUGA without first evaluating opportunities to optimize
residential development potential within existing urban areas
 Only 26.7% of additional SWUGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and
sustainability of the urban growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 22 This expansion will
not contribute to a stable UGA especially considering the other UGA expansions proposed to
the Southwest UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide not to process RNK
Investments (SW15) any further
RNK Investments (SW15) is a 64-acre expansion to the Southwest UGA. Futurewise agrees with the
PDS that RNK Investments (SW15) should not be processed further. As PDS documents:
 SW15 is inconsistent with the GMA, the Multicounty Planning Policies and the CPPs.
 SW15 has not demonstrated that urban transportation improvements are available or
programmed to serve the proposal site as required by the GMA.
 Even with planned road improvements in the area, 35th Ave. SE will continue to be
overcapacity.
21
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 The SW15 proposal has not demonstrated that sewer and water service is available or
programmed to serve the entire SWUGA expansion site.
 The upper subbasin of Little Bear Creek needs a high level of environmental protection due to
generally intact aquatic habitat.
 Development of the site would adversely affect water quality and quantity in this subbasin and
impact downstream salmon habitat.
 Only 26.7% of additional SWUGA population capacity has been used since 2015 and has not
reached the CPP 50% threshold.
 In addition to the reasons given by PDS, MPP-RGS-5 provides “[e]nsure long-term stability and
sustainability of the urban growth area consistent with the regional vision.” 23 This expansion will
not contribute to a stable UGA especially considering the other UGA expansions proposed to
the Southwest UGA.
For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.

We recommend that the County Council should decide to process part 1 of
the Town of Woodway (SW17) further, but not Town of Woodway (SW17) part 2
Futurewise agrees with the PDS that part 1 of the Town of Woodway (SW17) complies with the
applicable criteria and should be added to the urban growth area. So, we agreed that part 1 of the
Town of Woodway (SW17) should be processed further.
We also agree with PDS that part 2 should not be processed further. Adding large undevelopable
areas of Puget Sound to the city is inconsistent with the Growth Management Act.
Thank you for considering our comments. If you require additional information, please contact me
at telephone 206-343-0681 Ext. 102 and email: tim@futurewise.org.
Very Truly Yours,

Tim Trohimovich, AICP
Director of Planning and Law
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tim Trohimovich <Tim@futurewise.org>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 4:30 PM
Contact Council; Eco, Debbie; Skorney, Steve
Comments on Motion 21-147 for Jan 19 County Council hearing
Futurewise Coms on Sno Cty Motion 21-147 Final List Comp Plan Amendments Docket XXI.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear County Council Members and staff:
Enclosed please find Futurewise’s comments for tomorrow mornings public hearing on Motion 21‐147 Approving the
Final List of Amendments to the GMA Comprehensive Plan (GMACP) and GMA Development Regulations For Docket XXI.
Please contact me if you require anything else.
Tim Trohimovich, AICP (he/him)
Director of Planning & Law

816 Second Avenue, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98104-1530
206 343-0681 Ex 102
tim@futurewise.org
connect:
futurewise.org
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19329 43rd AVE SE Bothell, WA
98012

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marta B <martajayne@gmail.com>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 5:06 PM
Contact Council
43rd Ave SE Petition
SWUGA Petition (1).pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.
Hello,
Please see the attached petition and letter from the 43rd Ave SE neighborhood.
Thank you!
Marta Baldwin
18823 43rd Ave SE
Bothell, WA 98012

Sent from my iPhone

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

WILBERT D HOLLAND <bertholland@comcast.net>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 7:31 PM
Contact Council
zoning change, annexation proposal

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

We are against the zoning change and annexation of 296 acres to Lake Stevens UGA north of
SR92 and east of SR 9. The city of Lake Stevens has no regard for the people, wildlife or
environment within its borders. We are a rural area with livestock, families and abundant wildlife. We
coexist with our neighbors, the wildlife as well as the environment. We have a wonderful canopy of
giant trees that keeps our air clean, and our water clear and safe to drink. We grow our own
vegetables and fruit. We raise livestock. We care for the soil so erosion is not a problem.
We do not suffer from "hot zones" that occur when development takes priority over quality of life.
We are already surrounded by multiple developments. Our area is very important in order to combat
climate change. Our ecosystem is delicately balanced and won't tolerate these proposed changes..
We keep our neighborhood clean and livable. We live in a quiet area and our roads will not
support increased traffic. This is a rural area that has been well served by the county . Please leave
our zone as is and don't allow Lake Stevens' rampant uncontrolled development to destroy the way of
life we have had for over 25 years! That is not the kind of "support" this area needs.
I am quite concerned that not one of my neighbors had heard about these proposed changes.
Please withdraw this proposal
Sincerely, Debbie and Bert Holland
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dunn, Megan
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 7:45 PM
Contact Council
FW: neighbors on 43 Ave.

Megan Dunn | Council Chair and Councilmember District 2
O: (425) 388‐3494 | megan.dunn@snoco.org
Pronouns: she/her/hers
NOTICE: All emails and attachments sent to and from Snohomish County are public records and may be subject to disclosure pursuant to the Public Records Act (RCW
42.56).

From: Michael A. Atwood <macatwood@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 17, 2022 1:41 PM
To: Mead, Jared <Jared.Mead@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Low, Sam <Sam.Low@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Nehring, Nate
<nate.nehring@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Wright, Stephanie <Stephanie.Wright@co.snohomish.wa.us>; Dunn, Megan
<Megan.Dunn@co.snohomish.wa.us>
Subject: neighbors on 43 Ave.

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Council Members, you will be voting on 43 Ave getting into the UGA on Wednesdays. I
hope you have heard and listened to us over the years stating why you should put us into
the UGA. 43 Ave has been a dead-end road since long before we bought our property in
1969 built our home and raised our children, grandchildren and now
great grandchildren. Our children rode their horses up and down the road, bicycle, road
their motor bikes from our house to Jewel Road without leaving the property. We didn't
worry about the traffic because there wasn't any. We raised horses, cows, pigs, chickens,
and children on our property. It was a nice rural road and part of it was a dirt road and
ended at 184th. We knew all the neighbors and enjoyed the quite life until you built
Timber Creek, the others housing developments, schools all around us. Then the county
opened up the dead-end road to let 100s of car speed up to 70 miles an hour down a 1920-foot-wide road when you knew it was not right to send urban cars on a rural road.
There was a 44-foot-wide road on 184 but the people in all those new houses didn't want
the traffic in their neighborhood.
We all worried about someone getting hurt on the road. Finally, the county closed it off
again. Not before someone was almost hit at a high speed two cars trying to pass each
other. You have taken our quite living away from us. Put us in danger, now you want to
1

take our land for peanuts ruin our properties and put us thru hell once again for urban cars
to run up and down our rural road.
When is this going to stop? Put us into the UGA then the builder will build a proper road
where cars, children and animals will be safe.
Please vote us into the UGA.
Thank You Caroline Atwood 43 Ave resident since 1969.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Terry Jongejan <terry_jongejan@comcast.net>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 8:12 PM
Eco, Debbie
Lake Stevens Encroachment

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links
and attachments.
Dear County Council Members:
I am a long time residents in unincorporated Snohomish County. I strongly oppose the Lake Stevens
urban growth expansion plans! The environment, and our property, will be adversely affected by
these expansion plans.
For years, Lake Stevens city council has been exceedingly greedy in it’s push to put more property
under it’s control. (Maybe the developers on the council are one reason.) I am not into helping people
get richer, especially when the environment pays the price.
I understand the Planning and Development Services recommends that all of the amendments
should not be processed further. I strongly agree with this decision.
Thank you for listening.
Sincerely,
Terry Jongejan
9427 45th Pl SE
Snohomish, WA

Sent from my iPhone
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January 18, 2022

Lonnie & Susan Davis
23918 150th St SE
Monroe, WA 98272

Snohomish County Council,
I am here to speak on behalf of the MON2 DAVIS-JOHNSON docket application in Monroe. The subject
property has been in my wife’s family for more than 80 years. We own it today with 2 of my wife’s
brothers. In the old days it was rural in character and utilized as such: tractoring, tree cutting, trail
building, gardening, raising animals and letting your dogs and kids run free.
Over the last 7 years the area around us has changed dramatically, transforming our once rural
neighborhood to urban density development. In fact I’d say the placement of the urban growth
boundary in 1995 makes very little sense today.
Here are a few highlights:
•

We now have 27 homes just on our southern border alone, not to mention the new
development going in to the east, and small lots to our north and west. 60% of our property line
is contiguous with the city limits of Monroe.

•

With all the surrounding development our 22 acres has become an island in the middle of urban
density.

•

We are in the Rural Urban Transition Area (or RUTA), the designation in county code that is
applied to land that is earmarked for inclusion into the Urban Growth Area.

With the arrival of our new neighbors in the Mainvue development with their home value now
exceeding $900,000, we had to make the necessary decision to spend over $12,000 to cut down
dangerous trees along our southern boundary. We did this to avoid liability for limbs falling on fences,
or worse yet, entire trees falling on these new homes.
•

These same neighbors called the fire department 5 times during the spring and early summer as
I burned debris piles, safely and with permits. I am a 26-year veteran fire fighter.

•

I’ve repaired a few of their fences after limbs from our trees fell on them.

•

I’ve given notice to HOA members when I’m burning and using equipment near our shared
property line.

•

We’ve kindly taken calls from neighbors who were concerned about a dog running loose on our
22-acre property… it stuck its nose under one of their fences and was sniffing.

•

We’ve shooed off neighbors who want to walk through the cleared pipeline area on our
property… one neighbor with his young daughter attempted to walk through as I was falling
trees!

•

And as Councilman Sam Low likely recalls, we spoke in favor of enacting the “no shooting zone”
in this area after a neighbor shot a gun, sending a bullet through our property which struck one
of the Mainvue homes on July 4, 2020. The same thing occurred on New Years Eve 2018 when a
stray bullet from the same direction was shot into our rental house.

I have no animosity toward the any of the people in these homes – they are good people, and we realize
that their perspective is different than ours… urban versus rural.
After 80+ years of family history on this property, we realize that it no longer suites a rural lifestyle.
There is only 1 habitable house on these 22 acres currently, and under the current zoning we can build
only 3 more homes here. Not its highest and best use in a marketplace that is starving for affordable
large acreage parcels for development. We hope you recognize that we are in a housing shortage that
can’t be fixed with small infill developments done by private owners and small builders alone.
The pandemic, broadband with telecommuting option, and hordes of millennials moving into the home
purchasing phase of their lives has changed how and where people want to live – they want the suburbs
instead of inner cities - just look at the data. Homeownership is aspirational and achievable… if only
more land is made available to help make it more affordable!
In this inflationary environment, who wouldn’t want to fix their housing cost, which is most people’s
largest expense. At the same time, they’ll be building wealth with an appreciating asset.
•
•
•

Freddie Mac says that nationally we are short 3.8 million homes.
NAR says we are 5.5 million homes short
Locally, Monroe has accommodated 55.5% of its 2011 to 2034 population growth target in just
10 years, well ahead of schedule.

People want to live in Monroe. It’s the junction of Hwy 2, 522 and 203. Monroe’s top legislative priority
is to complete the widening of 522. Is it reasonable to conclude that this will increase growth in
Monroe? Yes.
We spoke with the City of Monroe about expanding the UGA and annexing our property into the City.
They told us to talk with the County as it’s not their decision… the decision to expand the UGA is a
County initiated process. That’s why we are here. Please include the MON2 on the XXI Docket.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Susan Davis <realestatesue@comcast.net>
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 9:22 PM
Contact Council
Davis Johnson Family Public Hearing Comments 21-147
Lonnie Davis public testimony at Public Hearing 21-147.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Please see the attached Davis-Johnson family testimony in favor of including the MON2 application to
the Final Docket XXI.
Thank you!
Lonnie and Susan Davis
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marta B <martajayne@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 7:39 AM
Nehring, Nate; Dunn, Megan; Wright, Stephanie; Low, Sam; Mead, Jared; Contact Council
43rd Ave SE Pedestrian Photos

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.
Hello,
In case you didn’t get a chance to visit I our road yet, I wanted to give you a clear picture of what it’s like on a sunny
day.
Our urban neighbors enjoy walking up and down the road without fear of getting hit because it’s a dead end. The road
project will change all that and create a dangerous situation for our rural neighborhood and our urban neighbors to the
North.
Putting us in the SWUGA will put the road project in line with the GMA and give pedestrians a much safer place to
walk.
Thank you for taking a look!
Marta Baldwin
18823 43rd Ave SE
Bothell, WA 98012
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marta B <martajayne@gmail.com>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 8:01 AM
Contact Council; Nehring, Nate; Dunn, Megan; Low, Sam; Wright, Stephanie; Mead, Jared
43rd Ave SE SW8 PDS Comment Response

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Hello Snohomish County Councilmembers,
I live on 43rd Ave SE and I'm in favor of docket application SW8 &/or SW16 moving forward for
review and study. I read the comments form PDS on SW8 this morning and I'm having trouble
understanding how the 43rd Ave SE Road Project will NOT adversely affect the Little Bear Creek
subbasin but including this area into the SWUGA would. If the subbasin needs, so badly, to be
protected, why is the road project happening at all?
Steve Skorney admitted in a recent meeting that the road is expanding to support urban traffic
traveling through our rural neighborhood. See comment below along with RCW
36.70A.110 which supports the idea that urban development doesn't belong in rural
neighborhoods. These policies both point to the fact that the road should remain closed until the
county sees fit to include us in the SWUGA.
PDS Comment:
"The SW8 proposal is inconsistent with the following GMA provisions: RCW 36.70A.020(10):
Environment. Protect the environment and enhance the state's high quality of life, including air
and water quality, and the availability of water. The SW8 proposed expansion of the SWUGA
would have an adverse environmental impact on the Little Bear Creek watershed. The proposal
site is located within the middle subbasin of Little Bear Creek according to the 2019 Southwest
Urban Growth Area (SWUGA) Boundary Planning Study. The Study rated the relatively
undeveloped Little Bear Creek middle subbasin as in need of the highest environmental resource
protection due to having the most intact levels of critical areas and aquatic habitat. Clearing,
grading and increased impervious surfaces associated with the proposed conversion of the
proposal site to urban residential development would create stormwater runoff impacts that
would affect water quality and quantity in the middle and lower subbasins of Little Bear Creek.
These impacts would in turn adversely affect salmonid habitat conditions in the Little Bear Creek
watershed."

RCW 36.70A.110

"Part of a county’s long-range planning process involves identifying urban growth areas
(UGAs), areas where “urban growth shall be encouraged and outside of which growth can
1

occur only if it is not urban in nature”. Counties are responsible for designating,
expanding, and reducing UGA boundaries, although they are required to consult with the
cities in their determinations."
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Heather Toyer <heather@toyerstrategic.com>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 9:59 AM
Contact Council
David Toyer; Peter Condyles
Docket Proposal Lake Stevens 3 (Motion 21-0067)
Williams Location in LS3 Map.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear Council members:

Our firm represents the Williams family, who owns a 16.29 acre parcel inside the LS3 Docket Proposal. The parcel is located within 500
feet of Lundeen Parkway and its western and eastern property lines abut the existing UGA.
Further, this parcel abuts Valterra View Estates – an R7200 PRD that is not in the UGA, but should have been added long ago. Water
and sewer utilities are in 10th Street NE and 84th DR NE is stubbed to the SE corner of the property.
The Williams Family requests that LS3 be placed on the docket for further review and evaluation with the understanding that the entire
LS3 proposal may not ultimately be approved, but this would allow the County to consider smaller, circumstantial expansions to the
UGA where parcels, like the Williams’ are almost surrounded by the UGA and urban neighborhoods.
Thank you,
HEATHER TOYER, PROJECT MANAGER
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Russell Wright <rwright@lakestevenswa.gov>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 10:24 AM
Contact Council
Lake Stevens LS-4 docket request
Area 4 Characteristics (1).pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

I wanted to share this attachment for proposed docket request LS‐4 that shows the amount and intensity of current
development in the vicinity of this request. What this map shows is that this portion of the RUTA contains a mix of
urban level development and some larger lots. Adding this area into an Urban Growth Area would not alter the
character of the area, but would allow a more cohesive development pattern for both residential and commercial
growth.
Please add to the record.
Thank you,
Russ Wright

Russell Wright, Community Development Director
City of Lake Stevens | Planning and Community Development
1812 Main Street | PO Box 257
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
(425) 622‐9424
rwright@lakestevenswa.gov
NOTICE: All emails and attachments sent to and from the city of Lake Stevens are public records and may be subject to disclosure pursuant to the Public Records Act (RCW
42.56).
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------------ CITY OF ------------

LAKE STEVENS

SFR Development Patterns Near Area 4
Lake Stevens

UGA

Expansion Area 4

< 0.25 acres
0.25 to 0.50 acres

µ

0.50 to 1.0 acres
1.0 to 2.5 acres

All information and maps are provided “as is”without warranty or any representation of accuracy, timeliness, or completeness. The burden for determining accuracy, completeness,
and timeliness, merchantability and fitness for or the appropriateness of use rests solely on the requestor. The City of Lake Stevens makes no warranties, express or implied as to
the use of the information obtained here. There are no implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use. The requestor acknowledges and accepts all limitations
including the fact that the data, information, and maps are dynamic and in a constant state of maintenance, correction, and update.
Date Saved: 1/14/2022

Document Path: P:\Planning\2020 UGA Expansion Applications\UGA Expansion Maps for January 19\A

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Russell Wright <rwright@lakestevenswa.gov>
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 10:31 AM
Contact Council
RE: Lake Stevens LS-3 docket request
LS 3 Vicinity.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

I wanted to share this attachment for proposed docket request LS‐3 that shows current development patterns in the
vicinity of this request. What this map shows is that this portion of the RUTA contains a mix of urban level development
and some larger lots. Adding this area into an Urban Growth Area would allow a more cohesive development pattern,
add an existing urban level neighborhood that depends on Lake Stevens’s roads and infrastructure into the UGA and
create more logical boundaries.
Please add to the record.
Thank you,
Russ Wright

Russell Wright, Community Development Director
City of Lake Stevens | Planning and Community Development
1812 Main Street | PO Box 257
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
(425) 622‐9424
rwright@lakestevenswa.gov
NOTICE: All emails and attachments sent to and from the city of Lake Stevens are public records and may be subject to disclosure pursuant to the Public Records Act (RCW
42.56).
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Figure 3 - Proposed Land Use
Figure 3 below shows the proposed land use for the Area 3 UGA expansion area.

Valtera
Neighborhood

